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Semantic and functional diversification of reciprocal
and middle prefixes in New Caledonian and other

Austronesian languages
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Abstract

This article analyses the functions and meanings of the reflexes of the Proto-
Oceanic (POc) prefix *paRi- in New Caledonian languages and, based on
comparisons with other Austronesian languages, seeks to account for their
broad polyfunctionality and polysemy in New Caledonia. POc *paRi- orig-
inates from Proto-Austronesian and Proto-Malayo-Polynesian *paR-, as ev-
idenced by their reflexes in various Formosan and Malayo-Polynesian lan-
guages. In Formosan languages, these prefixes are reciprocal markers and
their combination with root reduplication marks plurality of reciprocal partic-
ipants. In Malayo-Polynesian languages, the prefixes have a greater variety of
functions and meanings: they are basically intransitive actor focus morphemes
which also express middle voice and reciprocity as well as plural relation-
ship, intensive, and frequentative meanings. In Oceanic languages, the reflexes
of POc *paRi- express symmetrical, plural relationship and lower transitiv-
ity. POc *paRi- could also combine with two suffixes (POc *-i, *-aki) or with
reduplication to express some other meanings (intensive, iterative, distributive,
dispersive), as attested in various Oceanic languages. Thus, originally recipro-
cal prefixes in Formosan languages evolved into more polysemous morphemes
in Malayo-Polynesian languages and developed in more or less conservative
or innovative ways in Oceanic languages. In the northern New Caledonian
languages, the decay of some of their combined suffixes and of reduplication
probably triggered the conflation of these various functions and meanings into
the preserved and productive prefixes.

Keywords: aspect, Austronesian, collective, cooperative, iterative, middle,
New Caledonia, Oceanic, pluractionality, polysemy, reciprocal,
reduplication, reflexive, semantic change, transitivity, voice
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1. Polysemy of the reflexes of Proto-Oceanic *paRi-. . . (-i/-aki)

This paper analyses the distribution, functions, and meanings of the reflexes of
the Proto-Oceanic prefix *paRi- in New Caledonian languages with compara-
tive data from other Austronesian languages. Section 1 delineates the polysemy
of the ancestor forms and of their reflexes in various Austronesian languages.
Section 2 presents the data from New Caledonian languages in comparison
with other Oceanic languages. Section 3 draws on comparative data from di-
verse Austronesian languages belonging to various subgroups to analyse the
semantic diversification of these Middle prefixes in northern New Caledonian
languages and to suggest some paths of evolution. Finally, Section 4 assesses
the data within a broader typological perspective.

The twenty-eight Kanak languages of New Caledonia belong to the Eastern
Oceanic subgroup of the Austronesian family. New Caledonia comprises the
Mainland (Grande Terre), the Loyalty Islands and various neighbouring islands
(among which Belep in the far north and Ile des Pins in the south). See Map 1
for New Caledonia, and Appendix 1 for the subgrouping of the Austronesian
languages considered.

1.1. Oceanic languages

New Caledonian languages have retained reflexes (see Appendix 2) of the pol-
ysemous Proto-Oceanic (POc) prefix *paRi-, itself a reflex of Proto-Austrones-
ian (PAn) and Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) *paR- (Pawley & Reid 1979:
110; see Section 1.2 below).

POc *paRi- was reconstructed by Pawley (1973: 150–151) as a collective/
associative, reciprocal, and iterative marker, referring not only to (i) “mutual
interaction between the entities denoted by the subject of the verb”, but also to
(ii) “unified or conjoined action by a plural subject, or repeated action by a sin-
gular subject, or unification of objects”. Pawley (1973: 152) pointed out that
the label “reciprocal” was misleading and that “the strict reciprocal meaning
was restricted to a subclass of verbs whose properties remain to be defined”.
In his analysis of Fijian, Dixon (1988: 178) also warns that “to label [the pre-
fix] vei- as reciprocal tends to obscure its other functions” and that reciprocal is
just a specification of the collective meaning; Churchward (1941) voiced a sim-
ilar opinion. More recently, Lichtenberk (2000: 58) suggested that POc *paRi-
basically expressed plurality of relationship (subsuming reciprocal, collective,
and chained actions), and states that there is no evidence that the reciprocal
function was historically primary (2000: 32). Yet, he acknowledges that the
notion of plurality of relations does not account for the middle functions of
these prefixes and, consequently, he poses the notion of a “low degree of elab-
oration of situation” (2000: 55) as a second factor to account for a number
of their other attested functions (reciprocal, depatientive, and kinship terms).
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Map 1. New Caledonia

He thus concludes that these constructions were polysemous in Proto-Oceanic
(2000: 55). While this may be true for Proto-Oceanic, it is not the case for
Proto-Austronesian as evidenced by Formosan languages in which the prefixes
are only reciprocal morphemes (Section 1.2).

Besides, there is evidence that POc *paRi- could combine with one of two
suffixes *-i and *-aki; *paRi-. . . -i expressed reciprocal, iterative, and collec-
tive meanings, “combined or repeated action by a plurality of actors or affect-
ing a plurality of entities” (Pawley 1973: 152), while *paRi-. . . -aki was used
for distributive, dispersive actions (Lichtenberk 2000: 55–56). Various Oceanic
languages also combine the prefixes with root reduplication (see Sections 2.7
and 3.2) to express iterative, intensive, distributive actions, states, and proper-
ties (as in Mekeo) and with intransitivizing functions. Table 1 (based on data
detailed in Sections 2 and 3.2) lists the possible morphological combinations
and their attested functions and meanings in Oceanic languages. Individual
languages make specific selections of these combinations and of their func-
tions and meanings: thus, in New Caledonian languages, there is no trace of
the suffix *-aki, a marginal trace of *-i, and virtually no use of reduplication;
such loss is the reason advanced to explain the great polysemy of the very pro-
ductive reflexes of *paRi- in the northern languages, which are hypothesized to
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Table 1. Functions and meanings of the reflexes of *pa(R)i-. . .-*i/*-aki and combined
reduplication in various Oceanic languages; (+) indicates an infrequent combination

*paRi- *paRi-. . .-i *paRi-. . .-aki *paRi- + root
reduplication

Collective or associated actors,
multiple participants to an action

+ +

Collective/plural entities, mode of
grouping, augmentative meaning

+ +

Reciprocal subjects/actors + + (+)

Reciprocal or associated
objects/patients

+

No endpoint
– Distributive, dispersive actions + +
– Intransitivizing (depatientive)

function
+ + +

– Multiple, iterative, intensive
actions

+ + +

Reference to states and properties
(often derived from frequentative
or habitual actions)

+ +

Comparison (symmetrical
property)

+

have conflated all these functions and meanings (as appears in the first column
of Tables 1 and 2).

The productivity and polysemy of these prefixes is highly variable in Oceanic
languages, as is their combination with suffixes or with reduplication (Sec-
tions 2, particularly 2.7, and 3.2).

Such combined morphemes are attested in various Oceanic languages: BI-
. . . -ai in Mekeo has distributive, dispersive meanings (Jones 1998: 374–380);
e-. . .-i in Manam (Lichtenberk 1983: 211–214), kwai-. . .-i in Toqabaqita (Lich-
tenberk 1991: 172), fe-. . .-i in Samoan (Milner 1966) express reciprocity; in
Fijian, vei-. . .-i refers to reciprocal actions, while vei-. . .-yak(i) marks disper-
sive actions, done in all directions, around, here and there, up and down, back
and forth (Milner 1972: 111–113); in Tongan, fe-. . .-i marks collective or si-
multaneous actions, while fe-. . .-aki expresses reciprocal or dispersive actions
(Churchward 1953: 257). In New Caledonia, there is no trace of the suffix
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*-aki and only Nêlêmwa has a reflex of *-i (Bril 2002), pe-. . .-i expresses reci-
procity (see Section 2.4.2 and Table 4). In the languages of the Loyalty Islands
(New Caledonia), the collective and the extended reciprocal meanings (in-
volving plural participants) are expressed by combined suffixes or morphemes
which are not reflexes of *-i and *-aki, but which follow the same pattern, as
in Drehu i-. . .-ny or i-. . . keu (keu ‘together’). Indeed, all the Loyalty Islands
languages make use of a more or less grammaticalized morpheme meaning ‘to-
gether’ (Section 2.2.1) to express the extended reciprocal and collective mean-
ings.

1.2. Non-Oceanic Austronesian languages

Let us now turn to the functions and meanings of these prefixes outside the
Oceanic group, in languages belonging to various other higher groups of the
Austronesian family (see Appendix 1). Based on ongoing research on data
from several first-order groups of Formosan languages (Rukai, Pazeh, Paiwan,
Saisiyat, Puyuma), Zeitoun (2002) suggests the following Proto-Austronesian
(PAn) reconstructions for these prefixes, which appear to be reciprocal mark-
ers whose form varies according to whether the verb is active or non-active1

and finite or non-finite: PAn *maR- ∼ *paR- appear with non-active verbs,
while PAn *ma-Ca- ∼ *pa-Ca-, involving Ca-reduplication,2 appear with ac-
tive verbs; *ma- forms associate with finite verb forms while *pa- forms as-
sociate with non-finite verb forms. The prefix *maR- together with kinship
nouns also expresses reciprocal kinship (Section 3.1.1). When combined with
root reduplication, these prefixes refer to a plurality of participants in recipro-
cal relation. Root reduplication expresses cooperative action involving plural
participants (‘do together’) and frequentative meaning (‘do often’).

Within the Malayo-Polynesian branch, two prefixes are also reconstructed in
Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) or Proto-Extra-Formosan3 (PEF, Reid 2004),
*paR- (for non-finite, atemporal predicates) and *maR- (for finite, non-past
predicates), *maR- resulting from the fusion of the actor focus affix *〈UM〉

1. Non-active verbs, which Zeitoun labels “stative verbs”, are verbs such as ‘love, hate, know,
believe, be good/bad, be happy’, etc.

2. In Ca-reduplication, the first consonant is copied and prefixed to the base with a default vowel
(often /a/) insertion.

3. In this article, the traditional term Proto-Malayo-Polynesian will be used rather than the more
specific label Proto-Extra-Formosan advocated by Reid (2004). Proto-Extra-Formosan refers
to the parent language of all Austronesian languages spoken outside Formosa. It is roughly
equivalent to what is traditionally referred to as Proto-Malayo-Polynesian, which Reid con-
siders a misnomer in terms of its implications (that its Western languages are Malayic) since
the northern languages of the Philippines constitute a separate branch of the family, all the
languages south of this area constituting a subgroup which is more appropriately labeled
Malayo-Polynesian (Reid personal communication).
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+ *paR-:4 *paR- appears with dependent, imperative verb forms, nouns, and
adjectives and *maR- with independent, neutral, indicative verb forms. These
more polysemous prefixes are basically intransitive actor focus morphemes
which also express middle voice (Adelaar 1984, Ross forthcoming), among
which the reciprocal and reflexive meanings as well as durative actions. Blust
(forthcoming) also reconstructs a prefix *paRi- in Proto-Eastern Malayo-Poly-
nesian as a reciprocal and collective marker.

In Tagalog, the polysemous prefix mag-,5 a reflex of Proto-Extra-Formosan
*maR-, resulting from the fusion of *〈UM〉 and *paR- (Reid & Liao 2004),
marks reciprocals (b-um-ati ‘greet someone’ > mag-bati ‘greet each other’, h-
um-iwalay ‘separate something’ > mag-hiwalay ‘separate from one another’,
Schachter & Otanes 1972: 293), self-directed actions (um-ahit ‘shave some-
one’ > mag-ahit ‘shave oneself’, Pittman 1966: 12–13, 18–19, cited in Reid &
Liao 2004: 49–50), plural and repeated actions (p-um-utol ‘cut’ > mag-putol
‘cut several things’, Himmelmann forthcoming a: 20), it also expresses exer-
tion, intensive, durative, and frequentative meanings (kain > k-um-ain ‘eat’ >
mag-kain ‘eat often’). It is an Actor voice prefix which also acts as an intran-
sitivizing and stativizing marker denoting a state or profession. Though mag-
is more polysemous than the Formosan reciprocal prefixes, its functions and
meanings can be assigned to two basic notions: (i) reciprocal, symmetrical,
and plural relationship, (ii) lower transitivity as an intransitive actor and mid-
dle voice marker.

For ease of reference, these prefixes will be referred to as M-prefixes, a cover
term for middle prefixes.

1.3. Middle prefixes and reduplication in Austronesian languages

Data from Malayo-Polynesian languages (Tagalog, Malay, Indonesian, see
Section 3.1.2) and a number of Oceanic languages show that the M-prefixes
often combine with reduplicated verb roots to express plural relationship, fre-
quentative and intensive meanings. In Oceanic languages (Section 3.2.1), the
prefixes often combine with root reduplication to denote iterativity, intensity,
plural relationship, grouping, or distributive actions, as in Fijian (Milner 1972:
111–112) and Samoan (Milner 1966). All these meanings are expressed by the
prefixes alone in northern New Caledonian languages. Thus, the innovation in

4. Proto-Malayo-Polynesian *maR- “is a surface representation of a deep structure *-um- +
*paR-” (Wolff 1973: 74); see also Zorc 1977, Reid 1987, Reid & Liao 2004, Zobel 2002:
408–409.

5. Prefixes display alternation of the initial consonant, as in pag-/mag-/nag-; the /p-/ form is the
initial form (used as gerund or imperative), /m-/ marks non realis, and /n-/ realis. The /p-/
initial bases probably contain a fossilized prefix; mag- probably derives from *p-um-ag- and
nag- from *p-in-ag- (Himmelmann 2004).
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New Caledonian languages is not so much in the wide range of meanings of
these prefixes (summarized in Table 2 and analysed in Section 2), but in the fact
that these prefixes conflate meanings and functions which are marked by com-
bined affixes or by reduplication in other Austronesian languages (see Table 1,
Sections 3.1 and 3.2.1), but not in New Caledonia (Section 3.2.3).

Lichtenberk (2000: 55–56) states that the middle meanings and functions of
these prefixes are uncommon in Oceanic languages and that they essentially
express plurality of relations. But the data from New Caledonian languages
(Section 2) and various other Oceanic languages analysed in this paper (Section
2.7) show that their middle functions are not uncommon; besides, plurality of
relations is inherent to reciprocal and symmetrical relations and might naturally
stem from them. Comparison with other Austronesian languages also suggests
that the reciprocal and middle functions were originally primary even though
they diversified later.

1.4. Middle voice defined

Before proceeding, let us first attempt to delimit the notion of middle. Ben-
veniste (1966) defines it as a situation in which “the verb indicates a process
in which the subject is the locus [. . .] of the process. [. . . T]he subject acts by
affecting itself”.6 In slightly different terms, Kemmer (1993: 243) defines the
middle as “a semantic area comprising events in which the Initiator is also an
Endpoint or affected entity”. It also encodes situations in which (i) either the
agent/initiator or the patient/endpoint is lacking (Croft 1991) or (ii) the agent
and patient roles are not clearly distinguishable (Kemmer 1993), since they
are symmetrical as in reciprocal actions, or coreferential as in reflexive/self-
directed actions.

Crosslinguistically, the polysemy of middle markers is very common (Kem-
mer 1993, Frajzyngier 2000, Nedjalkov & Guentchéva (eds.) forthcoming).
Thus, the French “pronominal” construction expresses the reflexive or recipro-
cal meaning: ils se lavent ‘they wash (themselves or each other)’, and various
other middle notions characterized by the fact that the subject is the locus of
the action (il s’étonne ‘he is astonished’), or that there is no initiator (la porte
s’ouvre ‘the door opens’or la maison s’écroule ‘the house collapses’), or that
the subject is the locus of a generic property or a state (ça se lave ‘it washes’).

Middle diathesis correlates with degrees of transitivity; as Kemmer (1993:
247) puts it:

the scale of transitivity forms the conceptual underpinning for voice systems in
general and for reflexive and middle marking systems in particular. Thus transitiv-

6. “Le verbe indique un procès dont le sujet est le siège. [. . .] Le sujet est le lieu du procès. [. . .]
Le sujet effectue en s’affectant” (Benveniste 1966: 172–173).
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ity is the broader phenomenon within the framework of which voice phenomena
must be understood.

The middle constitutes an intermediate category on the scale between the pro-
totypical one- or two-argument constructions and prototypical intransitive or
transitive constructions.

The most frequent source of middle markers are reflexives (Kemmer 1993),
but not in Austronesian languages since no reflexive morpheme is reconstructed
either for Proto-Austronesian or Proto-Oceanic. In many Oceanic languages,
reflexives/self-directed actions are expressed either by lexically reflexive in-
transitive verbs, or by transitive verbs with coreferential arguments, or by re-
flexes of *paRi-.

2. Survey of the reflexes of POc *paRi- in New Caledonian languages

The basic notions encoded by the reflexes of the Proto-Oceanic prefix *paRi-
in New Caledonian languages (Table 2) are threefold: (i) reciprocal and sym-
metrical relations, (ii) plural or collective actions or relations, and (iii) lower
transitivity. Individual languages make different selections from those notions,
which need not all co-occur. Here is a summary of the attested meanings and
functions of these prefixes:
(i) reference to collective, associative actions (do together), chaining (action

done in a chain), modes of grouping, augmentative meaning;
(ii) symmetrical agent and patient roles, as in reciprocal actions (do to each

other) or non-distinct agent and patient roles as in self-directed actions
(do to oneself);

(iii) absence of one of the two prototypical entities (agent or patient) of a
transitive action, resulting either in the deagentive or depatientive intran-
sitivizing function of the middle; as either (a) in agentless actions, lacking
an initiator or controller, as in spontaneous, unintentional actions, or (b)
in actions in which the subject is the locus/patient of the process, not its
initiator (as in fall by itself, the door opens, it moves), or (c) in cases
where the subject is the locus of a property or a state;

(iv) actions without an endpoint, such as tentative, aimless, or dispersive ac-
tions, or aspectually unbounded (non-completed, durative or iterative) ac-
tions, correlating with the notion of non-fully affected patients and con-
sequently to a lower degree of transitivity and to intransitivization.

In order to hierarchize the properties from core to peripheral and to help
visualize them, Table 2 organizes the functions and meanings of the prefixes
(from top to bottom) according to their frequency in the various groups of New
Caledonian languages. Among the core notions are the collective, the recipro-
cal meaning, and various other middle notions marking the lack of initiator or
of endpoint or marking non-distinct initiator and endpoint as in self-directed
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Table 2. Functions and meanings of the reflexes of *pa(R)i- in New Caledonian lan-
guages (the shaded areas signal non-existent meanings or functions)

Far North:
Nêlêmwa

North:
Bwatoo,
Cemuhî

South:
Ajië,
Xârâcùù

Loyalty Islands:
Drehu, Iaai,
Nengone

Collective or associated actors + + + +
(+adjunct, suffix)

Reciprocal subjects/actors + + + +
(+adjunct, suffix)

Chaining + + Nengone

Reciprocal or associated objects /
patients

+ + Drehu

No initiator
– Spontaneous, unintentional,

solipsistic actions
+ +

No endpoint
– Tentative, non-directed,

dispersive actions
+ +

– Non-completed, durative actions + Ajië Iaai
– Depatientive function + Xârâcùù Drehu, Iaai
– Iterative, intensive actions + + Xârâcùù

Self-directed actions (non-distinct
initiator and endpoint)

+ + Drehu

Comparison (symmetrical
property)

+ +

Deverbal abstract nouns referring
to properties

Cemuhî Ajië Drehu, Iaai

Collective nouns, augmentative
meaning

Drehu

actions. Among the more peripheral functions of the prefixes are the compar-
ative predicates, which indicate symmetrical properties (Section 2.6.3.3), the
reference to deverbal abstract nouns or to collective nouns with augmentative
meaning.
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2.1. Productivity, polysemy, and polyfunctionality

The reflexes of POc *paRi-. . .(-i) in New Caledonian languages7 (M-prefixes)
display various degrees of productivity, polysemy, and polyfunctionality.

In most northern languages, the M-prefixes are very productive, polyse-
mous, and polyfunctional (see Table 2), in contrast with the non-productive
M-prefixes of the southern languages (Ajië, Xârâcùù; in Tîrî, spelled Tinrin in
Osumi (1995), the prefix is decayed). In the Loyalty Islands, the situation is
intermediate. In the languages with non-productive or decayed M-prefixes, re-
ciprocal, self-directed/reflexive, and other middle meanings may be expressed
by transitive verbs with coreferential arguments (Section 2.3.2).

As Table 2 shows, collective and reciprocal actions are common to all the
languages, but the M-prefixes have various other meanings which indicate a
lesser degree of transitivity or non-prototypical transitivity, sometimes includ-
ing reflexives. The resulting semantic ambiguities are resolved by affixes or
lexical adjuncts (Section 2.6.5). The comparative function refers to symmetri-
cal properties and is specific to the northern and far northern languages (Bwa-
too, Cemuhî, Nêlêmwa, see Section 2.6.3.3), its use is restricted to nominal and
stative predicates.

In most New Caledonian languages, reflexivity is expressed either by in-
transitive verbs, by labile verbs used intransitively, or by transitive construc-
tions with coreferential arguments (Iaai, Nengone, Tîrî, Xârâcùù, Nêlêmwa,
Nyelâyu). In a few languages, Drehu (Loyalty Islands, Section 2.2.3.3), Ajië
and Xârâcùù (south, Section 2.3.1), Bwatoo and Cemuhî (north, Section 2.4.1),
the prefixes also express self-directed actions, but only with a few verbs of
grooming or cognition. In Ajië and Xârâcùù where the prefix is unproductive,
self-directed actions are expressed either by the prefix or by coreferential ar-
guments (Section 2.3.2). And in Bwatoo (see (21), (26b)), self-directed actions
are expressed by a combination of the prefix and coreferential arguments.

Given such variation, the analysis will proceed areally, with more attention
on one far northern language, Nêlêmwa, where I collected fieldwork data. Sec-
tion 3 will analyse comparative data from other Austronesian languages and
make some hypotheses to account for the New Caledonian data.

2.2. Loyalty Islands languages

In the languages of the Loyalty Islands (Drehu, Iaai, and Nengone), the prefixes
generally combine with suffixes or adjuncts to express collective and reciprocal
actions.

7. In the Loyalty Islands, those reflexes have an extremely reduced phonetic form (see Appendix
2).
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When not combined with any other morpheme, the prefixes have other mid-
dle functions and meanings: they derive intransitive verbs whose subject is the
locus of a state or property rather than an agent or initiator (Drehu, Iaai, Nen-
gone), and they also mark deverbal abstract nouns (Drehu, Iaai); for similar
properties in Malayo-Polynesian languages, see Section 1.2. In Drehu, they
express a mode of grouping, have augmentative meaning, and refer to self-
directed actions with verbs of grooming.

2.2.1. Reciprocal and collective actions. In Drehu, Iaai, and Nengone, the
collective and reciprocal meanings are generally expressed by combining the
prefix and one additional morpheme, keu(n) (Drehu),8 köu (Iaai), jeu (Nen-
gone) meaning ‘together’.

In Drehu, the prefix i- alone also refers to intrinsically reciprocal actions or
to restricted reciprocity, i.e., involving two participants: i-aja ‘desire/love each
other, mutual love’ (aja ‘will/want’); i-atre ‘know each other’ (atre ‘know’);
i-loi ‘make good, reconcile each other, reconciliation’ (loi ‘good’); i-nu ‘sepa-
rate, take leave’ (nu ‘leave’); i-saaze ‘exchange’ (saaze ‘change’); i-sili ‘join’
(sili ‘fasten, tie’) (Moyse-Faurie 1983: 131–134; Sam 1995: 92).

The prefix i- combined with keu ‘together’ refers to collective actions or to
extended reciprocity, i.e., involving more than two participants: i-sue keu ‘shout
at each other/one another’; i-thoi keu ‘lie to each other/one another’ (thoi ‘lie’);
i-xou keu ‘fear one another’(xou ‘be afraid, fear’); i-penyi keu ‘hustle each
other/one another, hustling’ (peny ‘jostle, hustle’, Lenormand no date).

The combined morphemes involving keu(n) (Drehu), köu (Iaai), and jeu
(Nengone) also refer to collective or associated objects in symmetrical or recip-
rocal relation: i-cane keun ‘sow together’ (can ‘sow’; Dubois no date); i-alethe
keun ‘hang/hook together’ (alethe ‘hang, hook’; Dubois no date); compare i-
casi keun ‘hold a meeting’ and i-casine keun ‘put together’ (acasin ‘make a
heap, gather’) (Lenormand no date).

The prefix i- is very productive in Drehu to judge from the long list of derived
words (about 20 pages) in Sam’s dictionary (1995).

In Nengone, the prefixes e- ∼ i- alone focus on the actor of a collective (see
1a, d, e), reciprocal (1b), or chained action (1c) with little role differentiation.

8. In Drehu (Sam 1995: 166), another discontinuous morpheme i-. . .-ny refers to collective or
associated subjects or derives deverbal nouns: i-hmuli-ny ‘sleep together’ (hmul ‘sleep’); i-
cile-ny ‘stand together, a group of standing people’ (cil ‘stand’); i-sue-ny ‘shout together’ (sue
‘shout’); i-treije-ny(i) ‘cry together’ (treij(e) ‘cry, be sad’); i-wangatrehmeku-ny ‘be jealous
(of each other), jealousy’ (< wangatrehmekun ‘be jealous of someone’).
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(1) a. Node
country

ci
dur

e-katra.
e-rejoice

‘The whole country is rejoicing.’ (Cawa personal communica-
tion)

b. Bushengone
3du

i-ule.
i-see

‘They know each other.’ or: ‘They are engaged to each other.’
(Cawa personal communication)

c. ice-e-leu9

‘climb one after another’ (ice ‘climb’, leu ‘chase’; Dubois no
date)

d. Buic
3pl

hna
past

e-red.
e-fight

‘They fought.’ (Cawa personal communication)
e. Warangi

youth
ci
dur

e-teo.
e-joke

‘The youth are joking (between themselves).’ (Cawa personal
communication)

In contrast, the combination of e- and jeu ‘together’ stresses the reciprocal
meaning: buic hna e-red ‘they fought’ (1d) vs. buic hna e-rede jeu ‘they fought
against one another’ (Cawa personal communication); warangi ci e-teo ‘the
youth are joking (between themselves)’ (1e) vs. warangi ci e-teo jeu ‘the youth
are laughing at one another’ (Dubois no date); e-leu ‘chase together’ vs. e-leu
jeu ‘chase one another’ (Dubois no date); e-katra ‘rejoice together’ vs. e-katra
jeu ‘congratulate each other’ (Dubois no date); see also e-katu jeu ‘help each
other’, e-keco jeu ‘hate one another’ (Dubois no date).

In Iaai (Ozanne-Rivierre 1976: 176–178), the combined morphemes i- (be-
fore labial consonants and round vowels) ∼ ü- (elsewhere) . . . köu express col-
lective actors and restricted or extended reciprocity: i-oo köu ‘meet together’
(oo ‘arrive’). They may also combine with coreferential arguments (see (2)) to
disambiguate reciprocals from the collective meaning.

(2) Ödee
3du.perf

ü-hlingöö-ödu
ü-kill-3du

köu.
together

‘They killed each other.’ (Ozanne-Rivierre 1976: 216)

2.2.2. Symmetrical positions. In Drehu (3), Iaai (5), and Nengone (4), with
nominal or stative predicates, the prefixes refer to symmetrical positions or
postures. Again, Iaai (5) makes use of the heavy construction which combines
the prefix with coreferential arguments.

9. Compare with the non-reciprocal expression ice-leu ‘climb after someone, lit. climb chase’.
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(3) Drehu
i-qëmeke keu
‘be facing each other’ (qëmek ‘face’)10 (Sam 1995: 90)

(4) Nengone
a. Buic

3pl
ci
dur

i-co
i-back

jeu.11

together
‘They are sitting back to back.’ or: ‘They are hostile to each
other.’ (Dubois no date)

b. Bone
3sg

ci
dur

e-tada
e-front

jeu
together

ne
comit

Pua.
Pua

‘He’s standing face to face with Pua.’ (Dubois no date)

(5) Iaai
Ödru-mwe
3du.pres

ü-hotuu-dru
ü-back-3du

köu.
together

‘They are back to back.’ (Ozanne-Rivierre 1984)

2.2.3. Other functions and meanings of the M-prefix. These other functions
also involve (i) either the notion of collective or plural relationship, or (ii) the
deagentive or depatientive properties which are characteristic of the middle
domain, or (iii) self-directed actions.

In Drehu, when i- is prefixed to nouns, it has collective or augmentative
meaning: i-bii ‘swarm of bees’ (bii ‘bee’); i-nu ‘coconut field’ (nu ‘coconut’);
i-puaka ‘big pig’ (puaka ‘pig’); i-laulau ‘large table’ (laulau ‘table’); i-hnaine
‘long hair’ (hnaine ‘hair’); i-jun(e) ‘skeleton’ (jun(e) ‘bone’); i-munun(e) ‘shoal
of picot-fish’ (munun(e) ‘picot-fish’) (Moyse-Faurie 1983: 131–132; Sam 1995:
84–88). But it may also have diminutive, attenuative meaning: i-ulili ‘speak in
a low voice, softly’ (ulil(i) ‘rumble, roar’; Sam 1995: 90).

The prefixes also derive intransitive or stative predicates referring either to a
generic action or to a (resulting) property of the subject. Examples from Drehu
include i-hej ‘to bite (intr.)’ (hej ‘to bite’ (tr.)); i-drei ‘be obedient’ (dreng
‘obey’ > drei is the indeterminate transitive form); i-sili ‘be attached’ (sil ‘at-
tach’ > sili is the indeterminate transitive form) (Moyse-Faurie 1983: 132–133;
Sam 1995: 90); for Iaai see (6) and for Nengone (7). These prefixes also ap-

10. This can be transitivized as: i-qëmeke keun(e) ‘put facing each other’.
11. This expression is still accepted but disused (Cawa personal communication); icojeu now

tends to be lexicalized and written as one word, with the meaning ‘mutual, corresponding,
adapted’: icojeu kore uane bushengone [mutual the thought 3du] ‘they agree’.
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pear with deverbal abstract nominals: Drehu i-thel ‘to search (intr.), a search’
(thel ‘to look for’); Iaai ü-hling@ ‘crime, be a killer’ (hling@ ‘to kill’); ü-asin
‘nursing, be a nurse’ (asen ‘to nurse’) (Ozanne-Rivierre 1976: 178).

(6) Iaai
A-me
3sg(process)

ü-hülü
ü-bite

kuli.
dog

‘It is a dog that bites, i.e., it is a biting dog, this dog bites’ (Ozanne-
Rivierre 1976: 176)

(7) Nengone
Jaik
Jacques

nidi
too.much

ci
dur

i-ule.
i-see

‘Jacques stares too much (at people) (that’s a characteristic of his)’
(Cawa personal communication)

By definition, properties or states are unbounded and lack an endpoint; the
subject is the locus of the property; these are typical middle notions.

Only in Drehu does the M-prefix refer to self-directed actions and then
only with a few verbs of grooming: i-ciny ‘shave (oneself)’ (cin ‘shave’); i-
sej ‘comb (oneself)’ (sej ‘comb’). The verb is intransitivized and the action is
actor-oriented.

In Iaai and Nengone, reflexivity is expressed either by intransitive verbs or
by transitive verbs with coreferential arguments:

(8) Iaai
Oge-me
1sg(process)

selarö-nya.
look.tr-1sg

‘I’m looking at myself.’ (Ozanne-Rivierre personal communication)

(9) Nengone
Inu
1sg

co
fut

ridi
hit

nu
1sg

ko.
intens

‘I shall hit myself.’ (Tryon 1967: 68)

To conclude, in the languages of the Loyalty Islands, the M-prefixes have a
broad range of middle functions: Actor oriented actions, depatientive/deagen-
tive functions, reference to states and properties, reciprocal and collective
meanings. The collective and extended reciprocal meanings are generally
marked by the M-prefix combined with a morpheme meaning ‘together’ and
in Iaai by the further addition of a coreferential object pronoun (see (2), (5)).
Specific to Drehu is the reflexive meaning of the prefix, restricted to verbs of
grooming.
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2.3. Southern languages of the mainland of New Caledonia

In the three southern languages of the mainland (Grande Terre) with available
data, the M-prefix is either not productive (Ajië, Xârâcùù) or decayed as in Tîrî
(Osumi 1995). But where attested, the M-prefixes express collective, recipro-
cal, and self-directed actions. The other functions seem to be language-specific.

2.3.1. Reciprocal, collective, and reflexive actions. In Ajië, the middle pre-
fix vi- has reciprocal, reflexive, or collective meanings (the latter may be spec-
ified by the adjunct verhaGa ‘together’):

(10) Curu
3du

bOri
seq

we
compl

vi-kuru
vi-sleep

verhaGa.
together

‘Then, they (two) slept together.’ (Leenhardt 1932: 195)

The prefix alone may express reflexivity: na vi-jiwé ‘he kills himself’ (Aramiou
et al. 2001); it may refer to an instantaneous, unexpected event: cue ‘sit’ >
vi-cue ‘sit suddenly’ (La Fontinelle 1976: 239); it expresses durative, non-
completed aspects and derives deverbal nouns: rhôôr̂u ‘judge someone’ > vi-
rhôôr̂u ‘judgement’ (Aramiou et al. 2001).

In Xârâcùù, the non-productive prefix ù- is restricted to a few verbs. It refers
(i) to collective and reciprocal actions with a few verbs with inherent collec-
tive or reciprocal meaning, such as ‘gather, rejoice together, reconcile’: ù-cuè
‘gather’ (cuè ‘sit’); ù-juu ‘forgive each other’ (juu ‘agree’), (ii) to self-directed
actions with verbs of grooming: ù-mwé ‘bathe’ (mwé ‘plunge’); ù-cù ‘comb
oneself’ (cù ‘comb’), (iii) to iterative actions: ù-pè ‘juggle’ (pè ‘take’), and (iv)
it derives intransitive verbs referring to generic properties: ù-bë ‘be jittery’ (bë
‘move’); ù-xù ‘be contagious’ (xù ‘give’) (Moyse-Faurie 1995: 182).

2.3.2. Coreferential transitive constructions. Since the M-prefixes are not
very productive in the southern languages, various middle notions are encoded
by transitive constructions with coreferential arguments expressing self-
directed actions12 (11, 12a), reciprocal actions (12b), agentless actions (de-
agentive function, 12c), including middle-passive (12d) and resulting states
(13b). Adjuncts may appear for disambiguation. Transitive constructions with
coreferential arguments thus take over the semantic range of the middle.

12. In Xârâcùù as in other New Caledonian languages, self-directed actions can be expressed by:
(i) obligatorily intransitive verbs (‘blow one’s nose, hang, come undone, break, get lost, tilt’);
(ii) intransitive constructions of labile verbs (‘shave, gather’); (iii) obligatorily transitive verbs
with coreferential arguments (‘fail, succeed, shake, boast, writhe on the ground’) (Moyse-
Faurie 1995: 77–79).
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(11) Ajië
GO

1sg
cuu-ri-ña
put-tr-1sg

i
instr

mẽrẽ.
clothes

‘I dressed myself.’ (Leenhardt 1935: 76)
(12) Xârâcùù

a. È
3sg

kèkè
bite

è.
3sg

‘He bites himself.’ or: ‘He bites him.’ (Moyse-Faurie 1995: 77–
78)

b. Ri
3pl

ciiwi
help

ri.
3pl

‘They help one another.’ or: ‘They help them.’ (Moyse-Faurie
1995: 77–78)

c. Nèxöö
sky

wâ
perf

sache
cover

è.
3sg

‘The sky is getting overcast.’ (Moyse-Faurie 1995: 77–78)
d. Nâ

1sg
gwébasùù
shake

nâ
1sg

xû
on

oosi.
horse

‘I’m shaken on the horse, lit. I shake me’ (Moyse-Faurie 1995:
77–78)

(13) Tîrî
a. U

1sg
sevirro
turn

rò.
1sg

‘I turned around.’ (Osumi 1995: 255)
b. Peci

paper
hêrrê
impn

takîrrî
wrinkle

nrî
3sg

‘The paper is wrinkled.’ (Osumi 1995: 256)

2.4. Northern and far northern languages of the mainland of New Caledonia

By contrast, in the northern languages, the reflexes of *paRi- are both very
productive and polysemous (see Table 2), with some differences between the
northern and far northern languages. The data originate from three well-docu-
mented languages: two of them, Bwatoo (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming) and
Cemuhî (Rivierre 1980), are located in the centre-north, the third, Nêlêmwa
(Bril 2002), is in the far north of the mainland.

2.4.1. Self-directed actions in Bwatoo and Cemuhî. In contrast with far
northern languages such as Nêlêmwa, northern languages such as Bwatoo and
Cemuhî display common features with southern and Loyalty Islands languages
in that the M-prefixes may express self-directed actions (Cemuhî è pi-tim ‘she’s
painting herself, making herself up’ (timi ‘paint’); Bwatoo a ve-xothit ‘she
looks at herself’), including grooming or change of posture (14).
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This is impossible in Nêlêmwa, where such self-directed meanings are ex-
pressed either by intransitive verbs13 (i bwaxexet ‘he looks at himself’) or by
transitive verbs14 with coreferential arguments (as in Section 2.3.2), na pweedi-
na ‘I turn (myself)’.

In Bwatoo, the prefix ve- may combine with coreferential arguments:

(14) Zho
1sg

bwa
dur

ve-cubitaa-ong.
ve-turn-1sg

‘I’m going to turn (myself).’ (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)

2.4.2. pe- in Nêlêmwa. Though the prefix pe- in Nêlêmwa has no reflexive
meaning, it has a wide range of other meanings (summarized in Tables 2 and
3, and detailed in Bril forthcoming) which fall under the basic notions repeated
below:
(i) undifferentiated, collective arguments; reciprocal action; symmetrical re-

lationship (Sections 2.6.1–3);
(ii) lack of agent or intentional initiator (as in spontaneous actions; Section

2.6.4.1);
(iii) lack of endpoint or goal (as in tentative, distributive actions; Section

2.6.4.2);
(iv) lack of aspectual endpoint (Section 2.6.4.3);
(v) intensive meaning (probably originating from plurality of relationships;

Section 2.6.4.4).
Most of these meanings are attested in the other northern languages, as will be
shown.

Given the polysemy of this morpheme in Nêlêmwa, some computation on a
number of disambiguating factors is required, as well as the context, to allow its
interpretation, including (a) the lexical category of the predicate (active verbs
are potentially the most polysemous; stative verbs exclude the reciprocal and
associative meanings; pronouns only accept the associative meaning, see Table
3); (b) argument number (a singular subject pronoun signals a non-reciprocal,
non-collective meaning); (c) the semantics of the predicate (Sections 2.6.1 and
2.6.2); (d) the occurrence of the reciprocal (R-i) suffix (see Tables 4 and 5); (e)
the occurrence of additional lexical adjuncts (Section 2.6.5);

Pe-. . .-i, a reflex of Proto-Oceanic *paRi-. . .-i which Nêlêmwa is the only
Kanak language to have retained, is strictly restricted to reciprocal construc-
tions with transitive verbs (Table 4) and to light, one-argument constructions,
in which the reciprocal arguments are represented by nominals (15a) or only

13. Such as khet ‘comb’, hnet ‘blow one’s nose’ (Bril 2000).
14. With a few verbs such as pweedi ‘turn round’; bwagi ‘retrace one’s steps’; mwâaxi ‘lie down’;

fuugi ‘gather’ (Bril 2000).
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Table 3. Meanings of Nêlêmwa pe- in relation to the lexical category of the root

reciprocal
subjects

reciprocal
objectsa

associative,
collective

other meanings
(intensive,
dispersive,

spontaneous)

pe- + transitive verb + + + +
pe- + intransitive verb + Ø + +
pe- + stative verb comparison Ø Ø +
pe- + noun

in predicate function comparison Ø + Ø
in argument function + Ø + Ø

pe- + pronounsb Ø Ø + Ø

a This refers to patients which are set in a symmetrical relation by an agent, as in ‘he hit the
metal pieces against each other’.

b Independent, deictic or anaphoric pronouns; pe- is never prefixed to subject or object personal
pronouns.

Table 4. Distribution of pe-. . .-i and reciprocal constructions in Nêlêmwa; + signals an
existing construction; * ungrammatical or nonexistent construction

Light construction Heavy construction

Type 1a Type 1b Type 2
1 nominal
argument

1 pronominal
argument

pe- +
2 coreferential
subject/object

pronouns

direct transitive verb pe-. . .-i pe-. . .-i +
indirect transitive verb pe-. . .(-i) pe- +
intransitive verb pe- pe- *

by dual or plural subject pronouns (15b) without any expressed coreferential
patient (compare with 15c). But the reciprocal suffix (R-i)15 does not appear
in the heavy, two-argument construction marked by coreferential arguments
(15c).

15. Since the reciprocal (R-i) suffix is homophonous with the transitive suffix, the best test to
distinguish it is with inherently transitive verbs such as khua ‘bite, eat up something’, which
lack the transitive suffix -i, as in hla khua-na ‘they bit me’; compare with hla pe-xua-i ‘they
bit one another’. Other such verbs are cabwa ‘pinch’, thiwalaxa ‘tickle’, shêlâ ‘know’, ko
‘chase’, oxo ‘follow’.
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Table 5. Distribution of pe-. . .-i; Ø signals the absence of the R-i suffix; * signals an
ungrammatical construction

reciprocal
subjects

reciprocal
objectsa

associative,
collective

other meanings
(intensive,
dispersive,

spontaneous)

pe- + transitive verb R-ia Ø Ø Ø
pe- + intransitive verb Ø * Ø Ø

a The reciprocal suffix is coded R-i.

(15) a. Hla
3pl

pe-xua-i16

pe-bite-r
tavia.17

dog
‘The dogs bit one another.’ (Bril) (Type 1a)

b. Hla
3pl

pe-xua-i.
pe-bite-r

‘They bit one another.’ (Bril) (Type 1b)
c. Hla

3pl
pe-xua-hla.18

pe-bite-3pl
‘They bit one another.’ (Bril) (Type 2)

As Table 5 indicates, the R-i (reciprocal) suffix disambiguates the reciprocal
meanings from the other meanings of the prefix with transitive verbs.

2.5. Light vs. heavy middle constructions

The light construction consists of the prefix and one argument, whereas the
heavy construction consists of the prefix and two coreferential arguments.
While the heavy two-argument construction tends to have disambiguating func-
tions (see (2)), the light construction tends to constitute the core of the middle
domain with depatientive, deagentive functions, reference to a state or property
of the subject, expressing “natural” reciprocity19 or self-directed actions with
verbs of grooming. As Kemmer remarks, “the natural reciprocal and middle
markers are never phonologically heavier than the marking for reflexives and
[other types of] reciprocals” (1993: 120).

16. Intervocalic lenition: khua ‘eat’ > xua.
17. Compare with the canonical transitive construction with an ergative agent: hla khua-hla ru

tavia [3pl bite-3pl agt dog] ‘the dogs [erg] bit them’. Reciprocal constructions such as (26a)
are intransitive; Nêlêmwa being a morphologically ergative language, the nominal reciprocal
argument tavia is absolutive.

18. Compare with the non-coreferential meaning: hla khua-hla ‘they bit them’.
19. With “naturally” reciprocal verbs such as ‘fight, meet, kiss, argue’, etc.
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In Nêlêmwa (far north), the “light” one-argument strategy (type 1) is depa-
tientive and refers to a single action involving several undifferentiated partic-
ipants (16a, b); while the heavy strategy (type 2) with two coreferential argu-
ments (16a′, b′) refers to several sequential actions reciprocally involving two
or more participants:

(16) Type 1 Type 2
a. Hli pe-oxo-i

3du pe-follow-R
‘They (two) stand in line.’

a.′ Hla pe-oxo-hla
3pl pe-follow-3pl
‘They follow each other.’

b. Hla pe-kuluk
3pl pe-hide
‘They play hide and seek.’

b.′ Hla pe-kulux-i hla
3pl pe-hide-rel 3pl
‘They hide from each other.’

This correlates with Kemmer’s (1993: 109) observation that “a light recip-
rocal marking is strongly associated with simultaneity, while heavy reciprocal
markers are temporally indifferent”. A light marker refers to states or to sponta-
neous events or actions with a low degree of distinguishability whereas “heavy
reciprocal markers are associated with a higher degree of distinguishability of
events” and participants (1993: 115).

The distinction is even clearer in other New Caledonian languages. Light
constructions express the typical core middle functions and meanings found in
Oceanic languages: Actor-oriented actions, depatientive function (18b–d), con-
tinuous actions without an endpoint (17b), distributive (18e), aimless actions
(19c), reference to a property (20b). By contrast, the heavy constructions with
two coreferential arguments stress symmetrical, sequential reciprocal actions,
done in turns (17a, 18a, 19a, 20a) and sometimes self-directed actions (19b).
Note that coreference obtains not just between the subject and object, but also
between the subject and a possessive determiner (17a, 25b) or an indirect object
(19a).

(17) Ajië (south of the mainland; La Fontinelle 1976: 238–239)
a. Curu

3du
vi-naa-be-ru.
vi-give-companion-poss.3du

‘They help each other.’
b. Curu

3du
vi-naa-be.
vi-give-companion

‘They help on and on.’

(18) Cemuhî (north of the mainland; Rivierre 1980: 258–262)
a. Lé

3pl
pi-nua-lé.
pi-cross-3pl

‘They visit each other (across the mountain).’
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b. Lé
3pl

pètaapwö
each

pi-piidèn.
pi-separate

‘They separate / go their own way.’
c. Lé pi-tai.

‘They are in competition.’ (tai ‘chase, run after’)
d. Lé pi-taunu.

‘They are killing one another.’ (taunu ‘kill’)
e. Lé

3pl
tè
ass

ju
really

pi-cèiu
pi-one

ne
on

ko-li
def.art

mii-n.
extremity-poss.3sg

‘There is one on each of his extremities.’

The prefix also appears on deverbal nouns with reciprocal or self-directed
meaning: a pi-taunu ‘the war’; a pi-ocit ‘mirror’ (ocit ‘look (at oneself)’) (Riv-
ierre 1980: 262).

(19) Bwatoo (north of the mainland; Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)
a. Je

1pl.incl
ve-hme
ve-arrive

koo-je.
to-1pl.incl

‘We meet each other.’
b. Zho

1sg
ve-trake-ong
ve-throw-1sg

pwa
on

bala-triina.
piece-wood

‘I’m rocking (myself) on a piece of wood.’
c. Thira

Don’t
go
2sg

ve-vadi!
ve-work

‘Do not play/fiddle around!’ (vadi ‘work, move’)

(20) Iaai (Loyalty Islands; Ozanne-Rivierre 1976: 216–217)
a. Ödee

3du.perf
ü-hlingöö-ödu
ü-kill-3du

köu.
together

‘They killed each other.’
b. A-me

3sg(process)
ü-lii
ü-burn

seünö.
sun

‘The sun is scorching.’ (lee ‘burn something’)

Similarly, in Fijian the light construction with only the M-prefix focuses on an
activity, whereas the heavy construction expresses reciprocity (53).

2.6. The semantics of the reflexes of POc *paRi- in northern and far-northern
New Caledonian languages

The M-prefixes in the northern languages show a broad range of polysemy.

2.6.1. Collective: Plurality of actors, grouping. Reference to collective ac-
tions or plurality of participants is very common and has various derived mean-
ings:
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(21) Nêlêmwa
a. Hla

3pl
pe-khuwo.
pe-eat

‘They eat together.’ (Bril)
b. Pe-fââla-man

pe-journey-1du.excl
ma
comit

ye.
3sg

‘He and I have travelled together.’ (Bril)

With nouns or pronouns, the M-prefix also refers to symmetrical member-
ship of a group (22a), to the collective/associative meaning (22b, c), or to part-
whole relationships (pe-hmava-t ‘patch-work’ < hmava-t ‘piece’).

(22) Nêlêmwa
a. Pe-bala-hla.

pe-partner-poss.3pl
‘They are partners / in the same team.’ (Bril)

b. Pe-hî
pe-1du.incl

(hada).
(only)

‘We (two) together only.’ (Bril)
c. Pe-hlaabai

pe-those.anaph
thaamwa,
woman

pe-hlaabai
pe-those.anaph

ak.
man

‘Those women together, those men together.’ (Bril)

Distributivity and the reference to a mode of grouping also appear in other
languages; the following examples refer to objects that are grouped in pairs,
that generally come in pairs, or that stand in a symmetrical relationship (23b,
24):

(23) Bwatoo (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)
a. Nyi

put
ve-lu.
ve-two

‘Put two by two.’
b. Lu

the.2
ve-jelan.
ve-side

‘the two door-frames’

(24) Cemuhî
Lupwö
the.2

pi-duaa-n.
pi-side-poss.3sg

‘the two sides of the hill’ (Rivierre 1980: 262)

Malay and Indonesian ber- have similar functions (Section 3.1.2).
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2.6.2. Reciprocal. There are various subtypes of reciprocal situations with
context-dependent interpretation, essentially filtered by verbal semantics. Sub-
jects in reciprocal relation express a variety of meanings such as sequential
reciprocity, competition, or chaining.

Sequential reciprocity and competition appear with verbs relating to games
or social interaction. Constructions with coreferential arguments tend to refer
to sequential actions and to disambiguate the reciprocal from the collective
meaning. Again, note that subject coreference can be with an indirect argument
(25a) or with the possessive determiner of the object (25b):

(25) Nêlêmwa
a. Hlax

3pl
pe-kuut
pe-stand

shi-hlax.
side-poss.3pl

‘They visit one another.’ (Bril)
b. Hli

3du
pe-kur-i20

pe-stick-r
doo-hli.
assagai-poss.3du

‘They compete at throwing their assagai.’ (Bril)
c. Hla

3pl
pe-pae
pe-throw

balô
ball

a21

erg
âlô
child

mahleena.
these.deict

‘The children are throwing the ball to one another.’ (Bril)
d. Hla

3pl
pe-khaaya-i.
pe-tug-r

‘They compete at tug-of-war.’ (Bril)

Compare with Fijian vei-dree ‘pull each other; tug of war’ (dree(-ta) ‘pull’;
Dixon 1988: 179).

Chaining (action done in a chain) constitutes a unique process which is not
necessarily symmetrical nor reciprocal:

(26) Nêlêmwa
Hla
3pl

pe-oxo-i
pe-follow-R

agu
people

mahleeli.
those.anaph

‘These people walk in line.’ (Bril)

(27) Jawe
Dele
3pl

te-pe-hulic.
pref(motion)-pe-follow

‘They walk in line, follow each other.’ (Haudricourt & Rivierre 1982:
83)

20. Kure ‘stick’ is the transitive inflection for inanimate patients.
21. This is a canonical transitive construction with a patient (balô), an ergative agent (âlô), and

VOS word order.
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As to object/patient reciprocals, patients in symmetrical relation essentially
refer to notions of adjustment or union between them:

(28) Nêlêmwa
I
3sg

pe-khi
pe-hit

dooviu
iron

mahliili.
those2.anaph

‘He hit the two metal pieces against each other.’ (Bril)

(29) Bwatoo
A
3sg

ve-cina
ve-join

xoot.
rope

‘He joins the two ends of the rope.’ (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)

2.6.3. Symmetrical relationship. Prefixed to nouns or pronouns in predicate
or argument function, the M-prefixes express symmetrical relationship as well
as collective action or plural relationship.

(30) Nêlêmwa (Bril)
Pe-faxer-i
pe-taboo-conn

hâ.
1du.incl

‘(It’s) our mutual taboo relationship.’

(31) Bwatoo (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)
Le
3pl

ve-hnyam.
ve-love

‘They pacify, love each other.’ (hnyam ‘peace, love’)

2.6.3.1. Symmetrical kinship and dyadic relationship. Prefixed to nouns re-
ferring to kinship or relationship, they express a dyadic relationship, involving
two or more persons.

(32) Bwatoo (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)
a. ni

art
tûûn
lineage

a
rel

ve-bee-le
ve-ally-poss.3pl

‘the lineages that are allies’ (bee-n ‘sibling, ally, friend’)
b. Lu

2du
xaa22-(ve)-voona-n.
pref-(ve)-maternal.uncle-poss.3sg

‘the maternal uncle and his nephew’

(33) Caac (Hollyman 1971)
a. Pe-abaa-le.

pe-brother-poss.3pl
‘They are brothers and sisters.’

22. Xaa is the prefix indicating reciprocal kinship terms.
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b. Pe-evi-le.
pe-sister-poss.3pl
‘They are first cousins.’ or: ‘They are (in a) paternal aunt and
nephew/niece (relationship).’

In Fijian, vei- also refers to dyadic relationship, as in vei-wati-ni ‘married
couple’(wati ‘spouse’) (see Section 2.7). For similar cases in Formosan lan-
guages and in Tagalog see Section 3.1.

2.6.3.2. Symmetrical positions, locations, or properties. Symmetrical rela-
tions may also apply to position (34a), or more abstract notions, as in Nêlêmwa
pe-avi-t ‘fit, be adjusted to each other’ (avi-t ‘side, flank’), to location (34b), or
to properties (35b).

(34) Nêlêmwa (Bril)
a. Ma

1du.incl
pe-aramaa-i.
pe-face-R

‘We are facing each other, lit. we are mutually face to face’
b. Pe-jeuk

pe-be.near
awôlô
dwelling

ma(h)leena.
these.deict

‘These dwellings are close to one another.’

Compare with the non-symmetrical location: jeuk awôlô ma(h)leena ‘these
dwellings are close (to another reference point)’.

(35) Bwatoo (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)
a. Bu

1du.excl
(ve)-cu-thamwa.
(ve)-stand-in.reverse

‘We (two) stand back to back.’
b. Ve-thaten

ve-be.different
fwaadana-be.
road-poss.1pl.excl

‘Our roads are different (from each other).’

For similar relations in Fijian with distance and spatial relationships see Section
2.7.

2.6.3.3. Comparison and symmetry. In the northern languages, when pre-
fixed to nouns in predicative function or to stative verbs, the M-prefixes express
comparison of equality between some entities which stand in a symmetrical re-
lation with respect to a property, as in Nêlêmwa: pe-ida-t ‘be on the same line,
of the same generation’(ida-t ‘line, row’). A similar usage is attested in Mekeo
(Section 2.7).
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(36) Nêlêmwa (Bril)
Wa
2pl

pe-khooba-wa.
pe-number-poss.2pl

‘You are in equal number.’

(37) Bwatoo (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)
Ve-hajoa-le.
ve-equal.number-poss.3pl
‘They are in equal number.’

Here are some further examples involving symmetrical quality or quantity (of
age, size, appearance, etc.) in a variety of northern languages:23 Nêlêmwa pe-
ura-hli [pe-length-poss.2du] ‘they (two) have the same length’ (Bril); pe-kau-
hli [pe-year-poss.2du] ‘they (two) are the same age’ (Bril); Caac pe-weyi-
le [pe-size-poss.3pl] ‘they are the same size’ (Hollyman 1971); Cemuhî pi-
wödè-lé [pe-generation-poss.3pl] ‘they belong to the same generation’ (Riv-
ierre 1980: 261).

2.6.3.4. Symmetrical point or space between some landmarks. In several
languages, the prefix appears with a noun meaning ‘centre, middle’ in pred-
icative function and refers to a symmetrical, middle point or space between
two landmarks or objects, see (38) and (39); it may also refer to some middle
position in kinship (neither the first nor the last born) as in Pwaamei/Pwâpwâ
pe-fako [pe-middle] ‘(he is) the brother/child in the middle’ (Haudricourt no
date); Bwatoo ve-daboo-n [ve-middle-poss.3sg] ‘(he is) the (brother/child) in
the middle’ (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming).

(38) Nêlêmwa
ni
in

pe-wooxa-t
pe-middle

‘(It is) in-between.’ (Bril)

(39) Cemuhî
A
art

pi-wième-n.
pi-middle-poss.3sg

‘(It is) the one in-between.’ (Rivierre 1980: 262)

In Bwatoo, ve- prefixed to the noun goo-n ‘size’ in attributive function means
‘be of medium size’: balo ve-goo-n ‘a medium sized ball’.

23. See Haveke ve-haaka-le ‘they look alike/they have the same shape’; Bwatoo: ve-hamii-ju
‘we (two) are identical, similar, equal’; le fe-ve-hamii-le [3pl caus-ve-similar-3poss.pl] ‘they
imitate each other’. The nouns haaka in Haveke and hamii in Bwatoo are not autonomous but
only occur in these constructions. Cemuhî: pi-jame-lé ‘they are the same size’ (jame ‘size’,
-le ‘their’).
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It is interesting to compare this meaning with the augmentative or attenuative
meaning of the prefix in Drehu (Section 2.2.3) or its attenuative meaning in
Cemuhî (46). Each of them originates from a different semantic domain of the
prefix: the collective and augmentative meanings are closely related, while the
attenuative meaning is probably related to the non-completed aspect (Section
2.6.4.3).

2.6.4. Other middle meanings. The third main semantic zone expressed by
the reflexes of *paRi- is (i) when the two prototypical roles (agent/initiator and
patient) are undifferentiated or when one of them is lacking, or (ii) when the
process is unbounded and has no endpoint. In other Oceanic languages, such
notions are commonly expressed by reduplication, but not in the northern New
Caledonian languages where reduplication is rare (Cemuhî, Bwatoo) or non-
productive (Nêlêmwa).

2.6.4.1. Lack of intentional initiator: Spontaneous, unintentional actor,
generic properties. The prefix refers to a spontaneous process which lacks
an initiator or with an unintentional initiator (deagentive function, (40)), or it
may refer to a process whose subject is the locus, not the initiator of the pro-
cess (41). Alternately, the prefix denotes a generic predication referring to a
property of the subject, not to an action.

(40) Nêlêmwa
a. Pe-nuk

pe-fall
du
dir

bwa
on

doo
earth

pwâ-mago.
fruit-mango

‘Mangoes are falling [because they are ripe].’ (Bril)
b. Pe-â

pe-go
hwminy
here

wi.
water

‘The water flows here.’ (Bril)

(41) Cemuhî
È
3sg

pi-pènem
pe-move

a-li
art.def

pomwa.
door

‘The door moves /works loose.’ (Rivierre 1980: 259)

2.6.4.2. Lack of endpoint: Tentative, non-directed, dispersive action. All
these meanings share the lack of endpoint. They express a tentative undertaking
(42, 43a), an aimless, unintentional action, done listlessly (43b):

(42) Nêlêmwa
Va
1pl.excl

pe-diya
pe-make

fagau
body

mwa.
house

‘We have tried to build the wall of the house (without any plan).’ (Bril)
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(43) Bwatoo (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)
a. Zho

1sg
ve-tataee
ve-surpass

koo-n.
prep-poss.3sg

‘I’m trying to surpass him.’
b. A

3sg
ve-genu
ve-spend.time

na
sm

Jean
Jean

ko
prep

ani
deict

wang.
boat

‘Jean is fiddling with the boat.’

With verbs of movement, the M-prefixes refer to dispersive, random, or di-
rectionless motion, meaning ‘go here and there, take different directions’ (44);
Bwatoo le ve-tân ‘they float, they are washed away with the tide’ (tân ‘hop,
jump’); Cemuhî pi-èngen ‘loiter’ (èngen ‘walk’) (Rivierre 1980: 259).

(44) Nêlêmwa
Bu
expl

na
1sg

xe
top

na
1sg

gaa
prog

pe-haga
pe-fish

du
down

hmwiny.
here

‘As for me, I’m going to go on fishing around here (with no specific
intention of catching any specific type of fish in any precise place).’
(Bril)

2.6.4.3. Lack of endpoint: Unbounded, non-completed, durative actions.
Non-completed and durative actions also lack an endpoint; this correlates with
a non-fully affected patient. The non-completed meaning of the prefix appears
in several northern languages, Nemi (Ozanne-Rivierre 1979), Bwatoo (45), and
Cemuhî.

(45) a. A
3sg

ve-trana.
ve-take.a.walk

‘He’s taking a walk.’ (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)
b. Zho

1sg
ve-tobwaa
ve-run

ca
loc

xuta.
rain

‘I’m hurrying under the rain.’ (Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming)

In Cemuhî, pi- may derive an unbounded process from a state (è pi-wahîn
‘he is losing weight’ [wahîn ‘small’]), it may refer to iterative (è pi-cing ‘he
stumbles’ [cing ‘collapse’]) or non-completed actions which may carry atten-
uative meaning24 (46).

(46) Go
2sg

pi-ini
pi-dig

a
art

pwö-n!
hole-poss.3sg

‘Dig the hole a little!’ (Rivierre 1980: 259)

24. pi-abé ‘approach a little’ (abé ‘come’); pi-cèi-hî ‘empty a little, half empty’(cèi-hî ‘empty
something’); pi-momwe-hî ‘half-believe something’ (momwe-hî ‘believe something’).
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A similar attenuative usage is seen in Toqabaqita: Kwai-karangi! ‘Move
close(r)!’ (karangi ‘approach’) (Lichtenberk 2000: 47).

2.6.4.4. Lack of endpoint and plurality of relations: From iteration to inten-
sity. In New Caledonian languages, the M-prefixes often express iteration,
degree, and intensity (cf. the augmentative meaning of the prefix with nouns
in Drehu, Section 2.2.3.1). Such semantic extensions might stem from two of
their basic notions, plurality of relations and iteration, which are inherent to
reciprocal actions. This might in turn give rise to notions of intensity (from ‘do
together’ and ‘do repeatedly’ to ‘do quickly, intensely’). In many Austronesian
languages, intensity is expressed by reduplication. Here are some examples of
iterated actions: Nêlêmwa i pe-thalic [3sg pe-stumble] ‘she stumbles over and
over again’ (Bril); Bwatoo ve-tûûn ‘move out, change places frequently’ (tûûn
‘move out’); ve-cotree ‘be crowded, jostle, make one’s way through’ (cotree
‘push’). (47) gives some examples of the intensive meaning of pe- in Nêlêmwa,
translating as ‘fast, quickly’.

(47) a. Na
3sg

pe-diya
pe-do

me
depend

toven.
finish

‘I did it fast to finish it.’ (Bril)
b. Kio

neg
pe-top
pe-rot

ciic
wood

hleny.
this.deict

‘This wood does not rot fast.’ (Bril)
c. I

3sg
gi
cry

me
and

i
3sg

pe-hmoric
pe-have.hiccups

mwa.
in.the.end

‘He cried and had hiccups (to the point of having hiccups).’ (Bril)

2.6.5. Ambiguity and lexical disambiguation in New Caledonian languages.
Given the polysemy of these M-prefixes, various other morphemes or lexical
adjuncts are used for disambiguation, with some differences from the north to
the south of the mainland. In the Loyalty Islands and in the south of the main-
land, the prefix is basically a middle marker whose extended reciprocal or col-
lective meanings are generally specified by an additional morpheme meaning
‘together’. By contrast, most northern languages tend to use additional lexemes
to specify all the other meanings except the reciprocal meaning.

2.6.5.1. ‘Together’: Lexical expression of collective meaning. In ambiguous
cases such as (48a), which may be interpreted as collective or intensive, the
collective meaning may be disambiguated by an adjunct meaning ‘together’:
wuung in Nêlêmwa, thipo in Bwatoo (49a).
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(48) Nêlêmwa
a. Hâ

1pl.incl
pe-shaya.25

pe-work
‘We work fast.’ or: ‘We work together.’ (Bril)

b. Hâ
1pl.incl

pe-shaya
pe-work

wuung.26

together
‘We work together.’ (Bril)

In Bwatoo, thipo selects the collective meaning rather than the default mid-
dle meaning of the prefix; see (49) from Ehrhart & Rivierre (forthcoming).

(49) a. A
3sg

ve-trana27

ve-take.a.walk
pwa
on

mat.
low.tide

‘He strolls on the shore at low tide (aimlessly).’
b. Ju

1du.incl
ve-trana
ve-go.for.a.walk

thipo.
together

‘We (two) are going for a walk together.’

2.6.5.2. ‘Aimlessly’, ‘different’: Lexical expression of randomness or disper-
sive meaning. Example (50a) from Nêlêmwa may have either a tentative or
a collective reading, with the adjunct hayu ‘haphazardly, carelessly, aimlessly’
in (50b) disambiguating the notion of aimlessness.

(50) a. Va
1pl.excl

pe-diya
pe-do

fagau
body

mwa.
house

‘We tried to build the wall of the house (tentative).’ or: ‘We built
together the wall of the house.’ (Bril)

b. Va
1pl.excl

pe-diya-ayu-lî.
pe-do-carelessly-tr

‘We did it carelessly.’ (the initial /h/ of hayu is deleted in inter-
vocalic position)

In Bwatoo, thaten ‘be different’ also helps select the dispersive meaning; see
(51) from Ehrhart & Rivierre (forthcoming).

(51) Bu
1du.excl

daara
each

ve-nyi
ve-put

thaten.
be.different

‘Each of us puts (his packet) separately.’

25. As in other Kanak languages, shaya has the double meaning of ‘move’ and ‘work’.
26. Derived from fuung ‘gather, pile’.
27. Trana ‘take a walk’ is a modest way of saying ‘go fishing, go hunting’ in order to avoid a bad

catch.
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2.6.5.3. ‘Alone’: Lexical expression of solipsistic, separative meaning. In
Nêlêmwa, the adjunct hada ‘alone, only’ in i pe-vhaa hada selects the solip-
sistic meaning (do by oneself, on one’s own): ‘he speaks for himself, on his
behalf, i.e., in his own name, not expressing a consensus’,28 while i pe-vhaa
may have intensive, durative, or solipsistic readings: ‘he speaks and speaks’ or
‘he speaks for himself’. Compare with the mere restrictive meaning of i vhaa
hada ‘he alone is speaking’.

Rather than being a “limiting case of the collective sense” (McGregor 2000),
this semantic extension might originate from the notion of self-directedness,
which gives rise to reflexivity in some languages and to the solipsistic reading
in others. It might also stem from the spontaneous reading and the decausative
function of the prefix (Section 2.6.4.1), as in (40a): the mangoes are falling by
themselves, without being made to fall.

Further such examples of disambiguation are seen Mwotlap and Toqabaqita
(Section 3.2.4).

2.7. Comparison of the reflexes of POc *paRi- in various Oceanic languages

Similarly polysemous and polyfunctional reflexes of POc *paRi- exist in other
Oceanic languages from different subgroups: BI- in Mekeo (Western Oceanic,
Papua New Guinea), vei- in Fijian (Central Pacific), vēi- in Mwotlap (Remote
Oceanic), fe- in Futunan (Polynesian).

2.7.1. Mekeo BI-. Mekeo (Jones 1998: 374–380) has a prefix BI- (repre-
senting various dialectal allomorphs Bi-, bi-, pi-) which has a strikingly simi-
lar number of functions and meanings correlating with intransitive or transitive
verb classes. It expresses cooperative, collective actions involving a plurality of
subjects, reciprocal, symmetrical relationship, as well as iterativity, intensity,
or habitual aspect. Combined with the suffix -AI (a reflex of Proto-Oceanic
*-aki), it has distributive and dispersive meanings. It also has intransitivizing
functions and refers to states and properties, in particular with reduplicated
roots, as in pi-ani-ani ‘cannibal ogre’ (< ani ‘eat’). When it is prefixed to
nouns in predicative function such as kobo ‘measure’, it expresses comparison
of equality: au ike pi-kobo iu go [man this rec-measure me like] ‘this man is
like me’ (Jones 1998: 207) (see Section 2.6.3.3 for similar examples in New
Caledonian languages). These functions and meanings reflect those listed for
Oceanic languages in Table 1.

28. In Yawuru (Nyulnyulan family, Australia), the reciprocal-reflexive-collective affixes ma-
. . .-nyji have a similar (though infrequent) meaning ‘by oneself, alone, on one’s own’, which
McGregor (2000: 114) analyses as a limiting case of the collective sense. The more frequent
strategy is to use the adverbial ngurdirn ‘alone’.
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2.7.2. Fijian vei-. The Fijian prefix vei- (Milner 1972: 112–113) is similarly
polysemous and polyfunctional. Apart from reference to collective entities or
to modes of grouping as in vei-vale ‘(various, all sorts of) houses’, na vei-niu
‘coconut plantation’ (< niu ‘coconut’), vei-kau ‘forest’ (< kau ‘tree’) (Dixon
1988: 176), the prefix also has distributive meaning as in na vei-mataka ‘each,
every morning’ (Milner 1972: 16, Schütz 1985: 365), it refers to reciprocal
kinship (52a), to symmetrical or similar position in space (adjacent position,
close to each other; see Schütz 1985: 207 and (52b, c)). With verbs, the prefix
refers to reciprocal or collective activities involving two or more participants
(52d).

(52) a. Keirau
1du.excl

vei-gane-ni.
vei-sister/brother-ni

‘We (two) are in sister-brother relationship.’ (Milner 1972: 113)
b. Erau

3du
sā
act

vei-taratara-i.
vei-opposite-i

‘They (two) are adjacent (to each other).’ (Milner 1972: 112)
c. Erau

3du
vei-donu-i.
vei-opposite-i

‘They (two) are opposite each other.’ (Capell 1973)
d. Erau

3du
vei-tauri
vei-take

liga.
hand

‘They (two) are hand in hand.’ (Milner 1972: 112)

It also derives deverbal nouns of action as in vei-vorati ‘mutual opposition’(<
vora-ta ‘withstand’; Capell 1972) or vei-bulu ‘burial’(< bulu ‘bury’; Schütz
1985: 211) or it derives intransitivized verbs (Dixon 1988: 176).

Schütz (1985) and Dixon (1988: 180) note a focus on activity and on the
depatientive function (absence of goal or patient) (53a–c), a global reference to
the participants which “avoids topicalizing either one of the participants” as in
(53c) (in which Mary nurses the child with no reciprocity involved), as well as a
reference to generic properties or habitual action (53d). The light construction
with the prefix alone focuses on an activity (53e), whereas the construction
combining a prefix and a suffix (53f) expresses reciprocity.

(53) a. E
3sg

vei-caqe.
vei-kick

‘He’s playing football.’ or: ‘He’s kicking (a ball) around.’
(Schütz 1985: 209)

b. mata
group

vei-caqe
vei-kick

‘football team’ (Capell 1973: 25)
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c. Erau
3du

vei-’eve-ti
vei-nurse(baby)-tr

ti’o
cont

o
art

Mere
Mary

vata
together

’ei
with

na
art

vua-na.
grandchild-poss.3sg

‘Mary and her grandchild are involved in an activity of nursing.’
(Dixon 1988: 178)

d. E
3sg

dau
hab

vei-vuke.
vei-help

‘He often helps (as a general property).’ (Schütz 1985: 208)
e. Erau

3du
sa
act

vei-’oti
vei-cut

ti’o.
cont

‘They (two) are involved in an activity of (hair) cutting.’ (Dixon
1988: 177)

f. Erau
3du

sa
act

vei-’oti-vi29

vei-cut-pass
ti’o
cont

gaa.
still

‘They (two) are cutting each other’s hair.’ (Dixon 1988: 177)

As for dispersive actions (done in all directions) or reversive actions (back and
forth), they are expressed by the combined morphemes vei-. . .-yak(i) (Milner
1972: 113, Schütz 1985: 208). Reflexives are marked by coreferential subject
and object pronouns (Dixon 1988: 255).

2.7.3. Mwotlap vēi- and Futunan fe-. In Mwotlap (Vanuatu; François 2001:
250–251), the non-productive prefix vēy- expresses reciprocity, intensity, or
competition (Section 3.2.4). In Futunan (Moyse-Faurie forthcoming a), the pre-
fix fe- expresses reciprocity with dual or plural pronouns (fe-tuli ‘chase each
other’), but it has intensive meaning with singular pronouns (e kau fe-tuli [non-
compl 1sg fe-follow] ‘I’m hurrying up’).

3. The proliferation of middle and derived meanings of the reflexes of
POc *paRi- in New Caledonian languages: Hypotheses and compara-
tive data

This section investigates the reasons for the extended polysemy of the mid-
dle prefixes in northern New Caledonian languages. A striking fact when one
investigates other Austronesian languages (both Oceanic and non-Oceanic)
is that, when they remain productive, these prefixes have a core of common
functions and meanings (reciprocal, collective, depatientive), though of course
with some variations. Some Oceanic languages also appear to combine the

29. “Adding a passive suffix to a vei- form with this verb implies that each participant is alternately
agent and patient, that is, each one does it to the other” (Dixon 1988: 178).
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M-prefixes with reduplication (Section 3.2.1) to express plurality of relations,
intensive, iterative, non-completed, intransitivization, etc. (Table 1, Sections
3.1 and 3.2.1), while in others, such notions are marked by reduplication alone
(Section 3.2.2). Thus reduplication, whether combined with the M-prefixes or
not, has a heavy functional load.

A second striking fact is that in New Caledonian languages, reduplication
ranges from not very productive to nonexistent in some languages (Section
3.2.3). Thus, the hypothesis to be put to the test is that at least some aspects of
the polysemy of the reflexes of Proto-Oceanic *paRi- in northern New Caledo-
nian languages might result from the loss of their combined suffixes (POc *-i,
*-aki), the decay or loss of reduplication (Nêlêmwa, Bwatoo, Cemuhî, Section
3.2.3), and from the conflation of these different meanings onto the preserved
prefix. In the southern New Caledonian languages, where even the reflexes of
*paRi- are no longer productive or decayed, those meanings are distributed
over different constructions and strategies (Section 3.2.3).

3.1. M-prefixes and reduplication in non-Oceanic Austronesian languages

Reduplication is a common and polysemous device in Austronesian languages
(Blust 1988, Himmelmann forthcoming a). Among its most frequent meanings
are plurality and variety of relations or types (‘all sorts of’), collective action,
intensive, iterative, distributive, dispersive actions. In Indonesian, reduplication
also expresses duration or suddenness, an aimless action, done without energy,
tentatively as in jalan-jalan ‘stroll, take a walk’ (< jalan ‘walk’; Lombard
1977: 69, 104).

In Austronesian languages, the M-prefixes often combine with reduplicated
bases to express plural relationship, plural participants (‘do together’), inten-
sive and distributive actions. This is attested in Malayo-Polynesian languages
(Section 3.2.2), and in Oceanic languages such as Mekeo, Fijian (Milner 1972:
112), or Samoan (Milner 1966) (Table 1 and Section 3.2.1). Let us first analyse
the case of non-Oceanic Austronesian languages.

3.1.1. Formosan languages. In Formosan languages such as Puyuma, Pai-
wan, and Rukai (Zeitoun 2002), the reciprocal prefixes ma(r)-, pa(r)- (Section
1.2) combine with root reduplication to indicate a plurality of participants in
reciprocal relation.

In Paiwan, maG- ∼ paG- combined with Ca-reduplication (for active verbs)
refer to two participants, as in maG-ta-t@v@ía ∼ paG-ta-t@v@ía ‘answer each
other’ (from t-@m-v@ía ‘answer’), while maG- ∼ paG- combined with Ca-redu-
plication and root reduplication refer to plural participants: maG-ta-t@v@ía-v@ía
∼ paG-ta-t@v@ía-t@v@ía ‘answer one another’. Similar facts occur in Puyuma
with, for instance, mar-pa-naPu ∼ par-pa-naPu ‘look at each other’ and mar-
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pa-naPu-naPu ∼ par-pa-naPu-naPu ‘look at one another’ (pa- causative, naPu
‘look’).

With kinship terms, the prefixes express reciprocal kinship and reduplica-
tion indicates plurality (Zeitoun 2002), as evidenced by Paiwan, maG-ańa-ańak
‘parent and children’ (ańak ‘child’); by Puyuma, mar-taina ‘mother and daugh-
ter’, mar-taina-ina ‘mother and daughters’ (taina ‘mother’), mar-kartaguin
‘couple, husband and wife’ (kartaguin ‘spouse’), mar-kartagukaguin ‘many
couples’; by Rukai, maPa-tama ∼ paPa-tama ‘father and son/daughter’ (tama
‘father’), la30-maPa-tama-tama ‘father and sons/daughters’, maPa-tomo ∼
paPa-tomo ‘grandfather and grandchild’ (tomo ‘grand-parent’), la-maPa-tomo-
tomo ‘grandfather and grandchildren’.

3.1.2. Malayo-Polynesian languages. In Tagalog, the polysemous prefix
mag- (Section 1.2) combined with reduplication expresses intensity (takbo ‘run’
> mag-ta-takbo ‘run wild’ (Lopez 1940: 103, Schachter 1987: 950) or atten-
uation (lakad ‘walk’ > mag-lakád-lakád ‘do a little walking’, Himmelmann
forthcoming a), two semantic features carried by the prefixes in New Cale-
donian languages. With kinship terms, the prefixes express dyadic kinship,
mag-ama ‘mother and child’, mag-anak ‘parent and child’, or reciprocal rela-
tionship, mag-kaibigan ‘be friends’ (Schachter & Otanes 1972: 293), whereas
the prefix combined with root reduplication indicates plural relationship, as in
mag-pi-pinsan ‘(relation between) several cousins’ (Schachter & Otanes 1972:
102).

In Malay and Indonesian, the prefix ber-, which is a reflex of the Proto-
Malayo-Polynesian actor focus voice *maR-,31 may be used alone or combined
with reduplicated bases.

Without root reduplication, ber- in Malay (Hassan 1974: 109–110) and In-
donesian (Lombard 1977: 111–114, 116, 140) expresses collective action or
plurality of actions, reciprocal relationship (kelahi ‘quarrel’ > ber-kelahi ‘quar-
rel with one another’), and self-directed actions (ber-cukur ‘shave oneself’).

30. In Rukai, “prefixed by maPa- a noun can function as a nominal predicate, marked by la-maPa-
a noun can only function as an argument” (Zeitoun 2000).

31. Modern Malay ber- is a reflex of the Proto-Malayo-Polynesian prefix *maR- which originates
from the fusion of the actor focus voice infix -UM- and the prefix *paR- (〈*um〉 + *paR-).
Both *maR- and *paR- are actor focus voice markers. PMP *paR- occurred in dependent or
imperative verb forms, in nouns and adjectives and also carried durative and intensive mean-
ings. PMP *maR- formed independent, neutral, indicative verb forms (Reid & Liao 2004,
Ross forthcoming). The change from PMP *maR- to Malay ber- is due to the neutralization
of the vowel before stress and the appearance of an epenthetic 〈b〉 in mar- (*maR- > *m(e)r-
> *mb(e)r- > ber-; Adelaar 1984, 1992). The function of Proto-Malayic *bAr- (> ber-) was
to form intransitive, actor focus voice including middle voice, while *pAr- (> per-) formed
transitive undergoer focus voice. Proto Oceanic (POc) *paRi- reflects PMP *paR- (Reid 1987,
Ross personal communication).
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It derives middle intransitive verbs whose initiator (decausative function) or
endpoint (depatientive function or non-completed aspect) is lacking. These ac-
tive intransitive verbs may be derived from transitive verbs (jual ‘to trade’ >
dia berjual kuda ‘he trades horses’ as a generic activity; Lombard 1977: 114),
from stative verbs (Indonesian jahat ‘be bad’ > ber-jahat ‘act badly’; Lom-
bard 1977: 113), from nouns (Indonesian and Malay: kuli ‘a worker’ > ber-kuli
‘work as a coolie’; mimpi ‘a dream’ > ber-mimpi ‘to dream’; buah ‘fruit’ >
ber-buah ‘to produce fruit’). These derived verbs or predicates often refer to a
generic activity or a property (warna ‘colour’ > ber-warna ‘be coloured’). In-
donesian ber- prefixed to a numeral also refers to a mode of grouping (ber-dua
‘both, the two of x together’, ber-tiga ‘the three of’).

Combined with root reduplication, it refers to a plurality of entities or types
(ber-warna-warna ‘multicoloured’ < ber-warna ‘be coloured’) or to distribu-
tive modes of grouping (ber-ratus-ratus ‘by hundreds’); it also expresses aim-
less, non-completed activities as in Indonesian ber-malas-(malas) ‘be idle, loi-
ter, laze around’ (< malas ‘lazy’; Lombard 1977: 112–113).

The not very productive circumfix ber-. . .-an in Malay and Indonesian also
combines with reduplication to express an iterated reciprocal relationship
(Malay ber-tikam-tikam-an ‘stab one another repeatedly’), or intensity (ber-
suka-suka-an ‘celebrate away (a wedding)’), or a dispersive meaning (Malay
ber-lari-lari-an ‘escape in all directions’; Hassan 1974: 110).

3.2. The reflexes of POc *paRi- and reduplication in Oceanic languages

Turning to the functions and meanings of reduplication in Oceanic languages, it
is seen to have different degrees of productivity and polyfunctionality: it is par-
ticularly productive and polysemous in Micronesian languages (Bender 1971,
Harrison 1973) and in some other Oceanic languages (Section 3.2.1). Redu-
plication generally indicates plurality of relationship, collective actions, non-
completed, iterative or habitual actions, stative properties, tentative, distribu-
tive, separative, random actions, but it also expresses intensity, augmentation
or diminution/attenuation, comparison of similarity. It also has intransitiviz-
ing and nominalizing functions. Interestingly, such functions and meanings are
partly similar to those of the reflexes of POc *paRi- in the northern New Cale-
donian languages, where reduplication is not productive. In Oceanic languages,
the reflexes of *paRi- and reduplication may combine (Mekeo, Samoan, Fijian,
Section 3.2.1), or they may constitute complementary derivations each with
specific meanings and functions (Section 3.2.2).

3.2.1. Combination of the reflexes of POc *paRi- and reduplication. In
Mekeo (Jones 1998: 377–378, 397–400), the prefix BI- combined with root
reduplication refers to a property, as in pi-ani-ani ‘cannibal ogre’ (< ani ‘eat’),
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and expresses repetition and intensity. The prefix itself may be reduplicated as
in ke pi-pi-kafa [3pl rec-rec-insult] ‘they went on exchanging insults’ (< pi-
kafa ‘insult one another’). Besides, BI- and reduplication32 often overlap for
the expression of iterative and habitual meanings, although, for the latter, BI-
is most common with intransitive verbs.

In Samoan (Milner 1966, Mosel & Hovdhaugen 1992: 180–183), fe-. . .-i
may combine with a reduplicated base to express plurality of relationship, re-
ciprocal, dispersive actions (carried out here and there, up and down, hither and
thither, all around), intensive actions (carried out quickly), etc.

In Fijian, the polysemous prefix vei- (Section 2.7) and reduplication may
combine or be used separately with distinct functions and meanings. Vei- com-
bined with a reduplicated verb expresses reciprocity and/or plurality of rela-
tionship as in erau vei-taqataqa-i ‘they are lying on top of each other’ (< taqa
(-ra) ‘put something laying over another thing’; Milner 1972: 112–113), as well
as multiple actions and multiple participants to an action as in vei-taratara-vi
‘follow each other’ (< tara-va ‘follow’; Dixon 1988: 178). Combined with
partial reduplication, it expresses alternate actions: thus vei-sii.sivi (< siivi(-ta)
‘pass, exceed’) refers to persons going in the same direction and alternately
passing each other, whereas vei-sivi(-ti) is used for a single event, with persons
passing each other once from opposite directions.

Combined with a reduplicated noun form, vei- carries reciprocal, collective
(‘together’) meaning, as in vei-dokadoka-i ‘mutual respect’ (< doka ‘honour,
respect’; Milner 1972: 112), or it conveys the notion of plurality or totality,
compare vei-vale ‘(various) houses’ and vei-valevale ‘every house’ (Dixon
1988: 176–177, 198).

The prefix and reduplication also have distinct functions and meanings. With
nouns, the prefix marks an abstract nominal referring to an activity or occupa-
tion (vei-sele ‘surgical operation’), while reduplication refers to a part or result
of that activity (selesele ‘a cutting, a piece cut off’; Schütz 1985: 210).

Reduplication also derives intransitive or stative predicates from transitive
verbs to express properties as in savasava-a ‘be clean’ < sava-ta ‘wash (tran-
sitive)’ (Capell 1973); a reduplicated verb form is thus normally intransitive
(Dixon 1988: 48). Reduplication also carries intensive meaning (e culacula
‘she is sewing away’; Dixon 1988: 198), it expresses frequentative, iterative,
durative actions carried out over a long period (raberabe ‘do a lot of kicking’;
Milner 1972: 48), it also refers to a totality, a whole (vā ‘four’ > vāvā ‘all
four’).

32. Reduplication of nominal roots carries a variety of other meanings: diminutive (small), pe-
jorative, hypocoristic, intensifying, plurality, multiplicity, abundance, generality/abstractness
(Jones 1998: 137–141).
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3.2.2. Complementary distribution of the reflexes of POc *paRi- and redupli-
cation. In other Oceanic languages, neither the reflexes of *paRi- nor redu-
plication are very productive, polysemous, or polyfunctional; nor do they com-
bine, they have distinct functions and meanings.

In Manam (Lichtenberk 1983: 211–214), the prefix e-. . .(-i) expresses reci-
procity, while reduplication marks continuative, progressive, persistive actions,
or derives deverbal agentive nouns (pile ‘speak’ > pilepile ‘speaker’) and ad-
jectives expressing properties and resulting states (zama ‘tomorrow’ > za-
mazama ‘pertaining to tomorrow’, zoPu ‘bend (transitive)’ > zoPuzoPu ‘bent’;
Lichtenberk 1983: 609–612).

In Tolai (Mosel 1984: 146–147), the middle prefix var- expresses reciprocity
and is also an intransitivizing (depatientive) morpheme: kara- ‘bite something’
> var-karat ‘bite (intransitive)’; korot ‘chase something’ > var-korot ‘perform
the action of chasing’. On the other hand, reduplication expresses plurality,
collective, distributive, intensive actions, as well as non-completed, durative,
progressive, iterative, and habitual actions; it also refers to states and prop-
erties (Mosel 1984: 96–102). As often in Oceanic languages, partial and full
reduplication have different functions and properties; in Tolai, partial redupli-
cation is intransitivizing (kita ‘to hit something’ > kikita ‘hit (intransitive)’),
while full reduplication refers to non-completed actions (kitakita ‘to be hit-
ting someone’ (1984: 93)). As for reflexives, they are marked by coreferential
arguments (1984: 145).

In Futunan (Moyse-Faurie forthcoming b), the middle prefix and redupli-
cation do not quite overlap either: the middle prefix fe-. . .(-i, -aki) expresses
reciprocal, collective, intensive meanings, while reduplication expresses iter-
ative, intensive, diminutive, and reflexive meanings (restricted to a few verbs
such as selu ‘comb someone’ > seluselu ‘comb oneself’, tilo ‘look at some-
one’ > tilotilo ‘look at oneself’). Reduplication also derives intransitive verbs
(depatientive function). These derivational devices only apply to small verb
classes.

3.2.3. Non-productive reduplication in New Caledonian languages. As al-
ready mentioned, reduplication is generally no longer very productive in New
Caledonian languages. Hagège & Haudricourt (1978), Ozanne-Rivierre (1986),
and Rivierre (1993: 159–160) have shown that former reduplication gave rise
to aspirate stops in the northern33 languages and the Loyalty Islands languages
and to high tones in the southern languages. Yet, in the Loyalty Islands and in
Xârâcùù (south), renewed reduplication has some productivity and a range of

33. There are new reduplicated forms in some of these languages, but the device is not as produc-
tive as it is in other Oceanic languages.
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meanings similar to those marked by the middle prefixes in the northern lan-
guages, which are characterized by non-productive or nonexistent reduplica-
tion. Where attested, reduplication in New Caledonian languages generally ex-
presses iterativity, intensity, plurality, or collective action; other meanings tend
to be areal or language-specific. Secondly, the M-prefixes and reduplication
tend not to combine, but to be in complementary distribution; thus, the origi-
nal pattern of combination has been lost with renewed reduplication. I chanced
upon only one example of such a combination in my Nêlêmwa corpus: hla
pe-wuwudi-â (< pudi ‘surround’) ‘they surrounded us’, where reduplication
conveys the notion of a great number of participants and of intensity.

Northern New Caledonian languages show a striking correlation between
the productivity and polysemy of the reflexes of Proto-Oceanic *paRi- and
non-productive (Nêlêmwa, Nyelâyu) or rare (Bwatoo, Cemuhî) reduplication.
These middle prefixes conflate almost all the meanings and functions which
are expressed by other combined morphological devices or other constructions
elsewhere in New Caledonian languages, thus triggering the need for disam-
biguating morphemes or adjuncts (Section 2.6.5). Where the M-prefixes and
reduplication coexist, they do not combine and there is little overlap between
their meanings and functions. Reduplication essentially refers to plurality and
variety of types, intensity, iterativity and, in a lesser degree, to inchoative or
non-completed actions.

In some southern languages (Ajië, Tîrî), neither reduplication nor the re-
flexes of POc *paRi- are very productive. In Tîrî (Osumi 1995: 134) where the
M-prefixes are decayed, only a few cases of reduplication with mostly inten-
sive and augmentative meanings are attested. In Xârâcùù (Moyse-Faurie 1995),
the M-prefixes are residual but reduplication is more productive and expresses
intensive and dispersive meanings.

Thus, in the southern languages, the reciprocal, reflexive, and other middle
notions are expressed by resorting to transitive constructions with coreferen-
tial arguments (Section 2.3.2, (11)–(13)). In Ajië, the transitive coreferential
construction expresses self-directed actions, while reciprocity is marked by the
prefix vi- combined with coreferential pronouns (cf. 11, 17a). For a similar
situation in Mwotlap (Vanuatu) see Section 3.2.4.

The languages of the Loyalty Islands use M-prefixes, transitive constructions
with coreferential arguments, and reduplication. The M-prefixes may combine
with coreferential arguments (for reflexive, reciprocal meanings), but they do
not usually combine with reduplication.34 There is some functional and se-
mantic overlap between the M-prefixes and reduplication: in all the languages

34. Though there are a few occurrences of such combination, as in i-jeajea ‘separate, meet (on
the way)’ (< jea ‘turn, take different paths, branch off’; Sam 1995: 86).
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of the Loyalty Islands, Drehu, Iaai, East Uvean (Ozanne-Rivierre 1986: 47),
and Nengone, reduplication or the M-prefixes derive stative verbs referring to
properties and have intransitivizing function. In Drehu (Moyse-Faurie 1983:
134–137), reduplication or the prefix i- has augmentative or diminutive mean-
ing. In Iaai and Nengone (Cawa 2000: 286–287), reduplication also has specific
functions and meanings: it expresses non-completed, iterative, and frequenta-
tive actions and has dispersive and distributive meaning.

These data suggest different types of evolution with a rough areal distri-
bution. First, in the northern New Caledonian languages, the broad polysemy
of the reflexes of POc *paRi- strongly correlates with the loss of combined
reduplication (a pattern found in other Oceanic languages and traceable all
the way to Malayo-Polynesian and Formosan languages) and with the loss of
the combined POc suffixes *-i, *-aki still attested in other Oceanic languages.
The decay of such combinations has triggered the conflation of their respective
functions and meanings onto the remaining prefixes, leaving the resulting se-
mantic ambiguities to be clarified by additional suffixes, adjuncts, or adverbs
(Section 2.6.5). Second, in the southern languages, the decay has extended to
the prefixes themselves; polysemous transitive constructions with coreferential
arguments have thus taken over the expression of the reciprocal, reflexive, and
deagentive meanings (Section 2.3.2). Third, the languages of the Loyalty Is-
lands show an intermediate situation (Section 2.2), since this network of func-
tions and meanings is distributed over three different strategies: the reflexes
of POc *paRi-, transitive constructions with coreferential arguments, and (re-
newed) reduplication. The M-prefixes do not usually combine with reduplica-
tion, but they tend to have some overlapping functions and meanings.

3.2.4. Competing strategies for middle functions: M-prefixes and construc-
tions with coreferential arguments. Other Oceanic languages display com-
peting strategies to encode middle notions.

In Toqabaqita (Lichtenberk 1991: 174–178, 181), though the prefix kwai-
is not a reflex of POc *paRi-, it has similar functions. The middle construc-
tions with kwai-. . .(-i) are depatientive and intransitivizing; they also express
reciprocity as in kwai-kumu-i ‘fight, exchange blows’ (< kumu ‘punch’) or col-
lective/cooperative actions involving undifferentiated events or participants as
in kwai-’adomi ‘do together, cooperate in doing’ (< ’adomi ‘help’). The prefix
kwai- generally refers to temporally non-distinct, simultaneous actions consti-
tuting one undifferentiated whole, to generic or habitual situations, to prop-
erties of the subject as in kwai-thatai ‘be ready (to do something)’ (< thatai
‘make something ready’, Lichtenberk 1991: 182), see also (54a, b). Transitive
constructions with coreferential arguments constitute the competing strategy
for reciprocal and self-directed meanings, but show possible ambiguity as in
(54c).
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(54) a. Wane
man

’e
3sg

kwai-ilamata’i.
kwai-hate

‘This man is hateful.’ (Lichtenberk 1991: 179)
b. Oomea

enemy
’eri
that

’e
3sg

kwai-fa’a-ma’u-i.
kwai-caus-be.frightened-R

‘The enemy is frightening.’ (< fa’a-ma’u-i ‘frighten’) (Lichten-
berk 1991: 178)

c. Keero’a
3du

keko
3du

thathami
like

keero’a.
3du

‘They like each other.’ or: ‘They like themselves.’ or: ‘They like
them.’ (Lichtenberk 1991: 172)

Reciprocals may be disambiguated by the adjunct kwailiu ‘back and forth,
respectively, all over the place’, an innovated compound of the prefix kwai- and
the verb liu ‘(take) a walk, walk about’ (Lichtenberk 1991: 178). In contrast
with reciprocals marked by kwai-. . .(-i), these constructions with coreferential
arguments often refer to temporally distinct actions, done in turns, sequentially.

(55) a. Roo
two

wela
child

kera
3du

fa’a-ma’u
frighten

keero’a
3du

kwailiu.
rec

‘The two children frighten each other.’ (Lichtenberk 1991: 178)
b. Kera

3du
‘adomi
help

keero’a
3du

kwailiu.
rec

‘They helped each other.’ (Lichtenberk 1991: 172)

Mwotlap (Vanuatu; François 2001: 250–251) offers another example of the
competing functions of the prefix and the constructions with coreferential argu-
ments for reciprocals and reflexives. The polysemous prefix vēy- which carries
reciprocal as well as competitive and intensive meanings (but no collective
meaning) is now semi-productive. Thus reciprocals are increasingly encoded
by coreferential arguments (56a); again, possible ambiguities are removed by
various adjuncts, as in New Caledonian languages. Thus, the reversive-locative
marker lok ‘back’, combined with the restrictive nominal mahge ‘alone, only’,
expresses self-directed processes (56c), for lok by itself does not remove all
ambiguities, as shown by (56b) (compare with hada ‘alone’ in Nêlêmwa; Sec-
tion 2.6.5.3).

(56) a. Kēy
3pl

mu-wuh
pft-hit

mat
die

kēy.
3pl

‘They killed each other.’ or: ‘They killed themselves.’ or: ‘They
killed them.’ (François 2001: 250)
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b. Kēy
3pl

mu-wuh
pft-hit

mat
die

lok
rev

kēy.
3pl

‘They killed themselves.’ or: ‘They killed them again.’ (also
marginally reciprocal) (François 2001: 251)

c. Kōyō
3du

vēhge
ao.ask

lok
rev

kōyō
3du

mahge-yō.
alone-poss.3du

‘They are wondering, lit. they are asking themselves’ (François
personal communication)

As in Austronesian languages, but in contrast with New Caledonian languages,
reduplication in Mwotlap is very productive (François 2001: 143–150): it ex-
presses plurality, intensity, diminutive, augmentative, dispersive meanings, it-
erative, habitual, frequentative, non-completed aspects and it derives intransi-
tive verbs and deverbal nouns. The meanings and functions of the decaying
M-prefixes in Mwotlap are taken over either by constructions with coreferen-
tial arguments (for reciprocal and self-directed actions) or by reduplication (for
other meanings). By contrast, in northern New Caledonian languages, most of
these functions and meanings are carried by the M-prefixes and/or coreferential
arguments.

These data show how the loss of a productive morphological marker triggers
the conflation of several of its former functions and meanings onto some other
available morpheme(s) or construction(s), and the use of adjuncts to compen-
sate for the resulting ambiguity.

3.2.5. Other strategies: Combined reduplication and coreferential arguments;
polysemous reduplication. Some Oceanic languages display yet other strate-
gies. In Bislama (Vanuatu), reciprocals are expressed by combining reduplica-
tion and transitive constructions with coreferential arguments: tufala kiskis-im
tufala [3du kiss-red-tr 3du] ‘they kissed each other’; iumitu laeklaek-im iu-
mitu [1du.incl like-red-tr 1du.incl] ‘we like each other’ (Charpentier per-
sonal communication).

In Port-Sandwich (Vanuatu; Charpentier 1979: 138–148), reduplication and
repetition express plural relationship as well as the whole middle domain, in-
cluding reciprocal, iterative, intensive, distributive, continuous/non-completed
actions, and reference to states or properties. Here are some examples of the
reciprocal meaning expressed by repeating the verb and its clitic subject pro-
noun: u-tux u-tux [3du-fight 3du-fight] ‘they (two) fight each other with fists’
(Charpentier 1979: 147); u-samb u-samb [3du-be.bad 3du-be.bad] ‘they (two)
are mutual enemies’ (Charpentier 1979: 148).
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3.3. The evolution of middle constructions in Austronesian languages: Decay,
recombination, complexification, and diversification

Austronesian languages thus provide another illustration of a commonly at-
tested fact, the diversification of functions and meanings of middle markers
during the course of their evolution, sometimes away from their original source
(Kemmer 1993: 240).

Here is a short summary of the comparative data analysed so far:

(i) Formosan languages display different sets of reciprocal prefixes for active
or non-active predicates and finite or nonfinite verb forms (Sections 1.2
and 3.1.1); when combined with root reduplication, they mark a plurality
of reciprocal relationship (Section 3.1.1).

(ii) Western Malayo-Polynesian languages display more polysemous pre-
fixes, expressing reciprocal, reflexive actions, continuous/non-completed
actions, intensity; they often combine with reduplication to express plural
relationship, iterative, intensive, or attenuative meanings (Section 3.1.2).

(iii) In Oceanic languages, the reflexes of POc *paRi- evidence variable de-
grees of productivity and polysemy with sometimes opposite evolution-
ary patterns (Section 3.2), either as highly polysemous and productive
morphemes or as decaying morphemes gradually replaced by other types
of constructions. Yet their core meanings and functions remain reci-
procity, collective, and lower transitivity.

In Oceanic languages, three main strategies have been identified as express-
ing the middle domain: the reflexes or POc *paRi-, reduplication, and transitive
constructions with coreferential arguments (mostly for reflexives and recipro-
cals). They may combine (Section 3.2). The decay of some elements triggers
some type of systemic reorganization and recombination, sometimes inducing
the semantic and functional diversification and complexification of one spe-
cific strategy over the others. This, in turn, triggers ambiguity and necessitates
lexical disambiguizers (generally adjuncts, Sections 2.6.5 and 3.2.4) or new
morphological combinations (Section 2.2.1).

Oceanic languages show various paths of evolution which can be summa-
rized as follows:

(i) Combination: preservation of the original pattern which combines the re-
flexes of POc *paRi- with the suffixes *-i, *-aki or with reduplication,
to express reciprocals, plurality of relation, and various other meanings
(iterative, intensive, distributive), as in Mekeo, Fijian, Samoan (Table 1,
Section 3.2.1).

(ii) Dissociation/split: complementary distribution of the reflexes of POc
*paRi- (for reciprocals) and of reduplication (for other meanings) with
distinct functions and meanings, as in Manam, Tolai, Futunan (Section
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3.2.2); Fijian has both patterns of combination and complementary dis-
tribution with distinct functions and meanings (Section 3.2.1).

(iii) Decay, recombination, complexification, and diversification:
(a) decay of reduplication correlated with the development of polyse-
mous reflexes of POc *paRi- with a complexified range of functions
and meanings (as in northern New Caledonian languages; Section 3.2.3),
and with a tendency for the prefix to specialize as a depatientive middle
marker when used alone;
(b) decay of the reflexes of POc *paRi- and of reduplication, which cor-
relates with the complexified range of functions and meanings of the
transitive constructions with coreferential arguments (in the southern lan-
guages of New Caledonia; Section 2.3.2); the complexification of this
specific construction can be predicted to extend from reflexives to recip-
rocals, and then to other middle notions (as in Xârâcùù); thus, in Nêlêm-
wa (north), where reflexives and reciprocals have different constructions,
reflexives are marked by coreferential subject and object arguments,
whereas reciprocal actions are marked by the prefix pe-. . .-i or by pe-
combined with coreferential arguments (Section 2.5);
(c) decay of the reflexes of POc *paRi-, correlated with productive and
polysemous reduplication (Port-Sandwich; Section 3.2.5).

(iv) Competing and overlapping strategies: synchronically competing strate-
gies such as those found in Xârâcùù (Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2), Toqa-
baqita, and Mwotlap (Section 3.2.4), in which either the M-prefixes or
coreferential arguments of transitive constructions have partly overlap-
ping functions and meanings, signal some reorganization of the system,
triggered in these particular cases by an ongoing decay of the reflexes of
POc *paRi-.

4. Austronesian in crosslinguistic perspective

Kemmer (1993: 100) states that there are limits to the extension of polysemy
and that the three-way polysemy between reflexive, collective, and reciprocal
is infrequent. This infrequent type appears in Oceanic languages, especially
in New Caledonian languages which provide not only instances of that three-
way polysemy of the middle prefixes (so do some Australian languages35),
but also a much wider ranging semantic extension including various aspectual
or “adverbial” meanings (Section 2.6.4). This article has attempted to retrace
the pathways of the functional or semantic extension of these prefixes in New

35. Such as languages of the Nyulnyulan family (McGregor 2000: 114), Bininj Gun-wok, or
Djapu (Evans 2003) which also have a single form for reflexive, collective, and reciprocals,
though with some syntactic differences. In Bininj Gun-wok (Evans 2003), the suffix is -rr –
for all these functions.
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Caledonian languages, from their core to their peripheral uses, some of which
(solipsism, intensive) may be sufficiently distant from the core that the path of
semantic extension may be difficult to retrace, thus giving rise in the long term
to homophonous morphemes.

The second issue addressed is the type of evolution at hand. Kemmer (1993:
223) states that, crosslinguistically, middle markers mostly originate from re-
flexives, and that the evolution from reciprocals to middle is a crosslinguistic
rarity.

Again, Austronesian languages provide examples of this rarity.36 As already
pointed out, there is no reconstructed Proto-Austronesian or Proto-Oceanic
reflexive morpheme. Rather, as evidenced by their reflexes in Formosan lan-
guages (Zeitoun 2002; see Sections 1.2 and 3.1.1), these prefixes were origi-
nally reciprocal prefixes, which underwent some functional or semantic exten-
sion in Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP *paR-; Reid 1987, Zobel 2002, Ross
in press, Blust forthcoming; see Section 1.2), as shown by the data from Taga-
log, Malay, or Indonesian (Section 3.1.2). Thus, Tagalog mag- and Malay and
Indonesian ber- are actor focus, intransitivizing morphemes expressing a wide
range of meanings, reciprocal, collective actions, plural relationship, reflexive,
durative actions, states, and properties (Section 3.1.2).

These prefixes often combine with reduplication. In Formosan languages
(Zeitoun 2002), the reciprocal affixes combine with root reduplication to indi-
cate plural reciprocal participants (Section 3.1.1). In Malayo-Polynesian lan-
guages, the M-prefixes also combine with reduplication to indicate a plural-
ity of actions or participants, as well as intensive, aimless, non-completed ac-
tions (Section 3.1.2). But, Malayo-Polynesian languages have innovated since
the prefixes alone also convey the collective and plural meanings (see Tagalog
mag-, Section 1.2, and Malay ber-, Section 3.1.2). Such semantic innovation
can be seen as naturally stemming from the notion of reciprocal actions. This
feature was inherited by Oceanic languages.

Besides, these prefixes are low transitivity markers: they associate with non-
active verbs in Formosan languages and they are intransitive actor focus, mid-
dle prefixes in Malayo-Polynesian languages (Section 1.2). From reciprocity
and low transitivity, their functions and semantics then extended and diversi-
fied further into the middle domain to include reflexivity or situations indicat-
ing the lack of initiator or of patient, the lack of aspectual endpoint (Section
2.6.4) with reference to unbounded, non-completed, or durative actions, the
reference to generic and stative properties, etc.

36. Australian languages provide other examples of an evolution from reciprocal to reflexive,
since the old reciprocal suffix *-nyji has extended to reflexive use independently in two lan-
guage families, Nyulnyulan and Gunwinyguan (Alpher et al. 2003).
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Many Oceanic languages (Section 2.7) have inherited these functions and
meanings, though with some variations and some loss. Northern New Caledo-
nian languages have pushed this diversification one step further and innovated
by conflating onto the prefixes a number of the meanings (especially distribu-
tive and dispersive) usually devolved to the combined POc affixes *paRi-. . .-aki
or to combined reduplication in other Oceanic languages (Section 2.6.4.2). To
demonstrate this, it was essential to compare the New Caledonian data with
other Austronesian languages to distinguish inheritance from the innovations
specific to the northern New Caledonian languages.
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Appendix 1. Family grouping of the Austronesian languages cited; groups
not represented in this study are omitted

austronesian
formosan languages (several subgroups): Rukai, Pazeh, Paiwan,

Saisiyat, Puyuma
malayo-polynesian/extra-formosan (see Footnote 4)

western malayo-polynesian: Tagalog, Malay
central-eastern malayo-polynesian: Indonesian

oceanic
western oceanic

North New Guinea: Manam
West Central Papuan, Papuan Tip: Mekeo
Meso Melanesian: Tolai

eastern oceanic: Toqabaqita
Remote oceanic

North Central Vanuatu: Mwotlap, Port-Sandwich
New Caledonia
central pacific: Fijian

polynesian: Tongan, Samoan, Futunan
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Appendix 2. Reflexes of Proto-Oceanic *paRi- in New Caledonian lan-
guages

Alignment system Location Language Morpheme

Ergative Far North Nêlêmwa pe-. . .(-i)
Nixumwak pe-. . .(-i)
Nyêlayu pe-. . .

Split ergative North Yuanga pe-
Caac pe- ∼ phe-
Jawe pe-
Nemi pe-
Fwâi pe-
Pije pe-, ve-
Pwapwâ pe-
Pwaamei pe-

Accusative Centre-North Cèmuhî pi-
Paicî pi-
Hmwaveke ve-
Hmwaeke ve-
Haeke ve-
Bwatoo ve-

Accusative Centre-South Ajië vi-
and South Xârâcùù ù-

Accusative Far South Numèè vi-
Kwenyi vi-

Ergative or
accusative

Loyalty Islands Iaai ü- ∼ i-. . .köu
Drehu i-. . .keu; i- (restricted recip.)
Nengone e- ∼ i. . .jeu
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Appendix 3. Sources for the New Caledonian languages

Far North Nêlêmwa, Nixumwak Bril 2000, 2002
Nyêlayu Ozanne-Rivierre 1998

North Caac Hollyman 1971
Jawe Haudricourt & Ozanne-Rivierre 1982
Nemi Ozanne-Rivierre 1979
Pwapwâ Haudricourt no date
Pwaamei Haudricourt no date
Cèmuhî Rivierre 1980
Bwatoo Ehrhart & Rivierre forthcoming

South Ajië La Fontinelle 1976
Tîrî Osumi 1995
Xârâcùù Moyse-Faurie 1995

Loyalty Islands Iaai Ozanne-Rivierre 1976, 1984
East Uvean Ozanne-Rivierre 1986
Drehu Lenormand no date, 1999; Moyse-Faurie

1983; Sam 1995
Nengone Dubois no date, Tryon 1967, Cawa 2000
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